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ORTON F. HILL
Born in Warner Jan. 16, 1898-Died Oct. 5, 1983
Fence Viewer 1921-1975
Selectman 1929-34, 1940-1944
Representative to legislature 1936-37
Warner Fire Dept. 35 years
Precinct Commissioner
Checklist Supervisor
In his retirement Mr. Hill's devotion and love of Warner led to the
assembling and recording of its historical events, including the history
of Warner houses, churches, schools and roads.
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REES G. HANBURY 1984
CARTHER-LYNN BEAN 1985









Deputy Town Clerk (Appointed)
JEANNE HALLENBORG 1 984
Tax Collector
MARIANNE HOWLETT 1 984
Deputy Tax Collector (Appointed)
STUART HOWLETT 1984
Supervisors of Check List
BEVERLY S.HILL 1984
LINDA HALL 1986
REBECCA L. COURSER 1 988
Almoners of Foster and Currier Funds
ALDERIC VIOLETTE 1 984
CHARLES H. HEMPHILL 1985
THOMAS B. HENLEY 1986
Trustee of Trust Funds
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Trustees of Pillsbury Free Library
1984
Chm. RICHARD U. COGSWELL PAMELA AUGUST
JEAN MacALLISTER
1985
HENRY APLINGTON ROBERT M. O'NEILL ROYAL D. LATUCH
1986
DAVID CARROLL FAYE PUGLIA ANNE-GORDON SMITH
Police Officers (Appointed)
OTTO FREDERICKS DENNIS CRAWFORD
ROBERT MITCHELL MICHAEL CUTTING
MICHAEL R. LaCHANCE, (trainee)
Planning Board (Appointed)
BARBARA McCAUSLAND 1 984 MANLEY GLANVILLE 1 985
JANE HOLLIDAY 1 986 CHARLES THOITS III 1 987
PETER WOLFE 1987 E. ALLEN PARKER, Chairman 1988
CARTHER-LYNN BEAN
Planning Board Alternates (Appointed)
LARRY PLETCHER RHONDA ROOD LINDA CONNERS
Budget Committee
GEORGE GUIMOND 1 984 MARTIN NOGUES 1 984
PHILIP STOCKWELL,Co-Chm. 1985 BARBARA BARTLETT (Resigned) 1985
SANDRA DAVIS (Appointed) 1984 NANCY MARTIN, Co-Chm. 1986
PHILIP GERVAIS 1 986 CARTHER-LYNN BEAN , Selectmen's Representative
RICHARD BROWN Precinct Representative
Overseer Public Welfare
NANCY KESTNER 1984
Zoning Board of Adjustment
FRED FAIRNENEY 1 984 ELIZABETH HYDE 1 985
JEAN MacALLISTER, Chm. 1986 ROBERT MITCHELL 1987
JOSEPH DORRINGTON 1 988
Zoning Board of Adjustment Alternates
DIANE VIOLETTE WESLEY MANNING
CHARLOTTE KELLEY LARRY PLETCHER
Trustees of New Waterloo Cemetery
HAROLD DOW 1984 GERALD B. COURSER 1985
CHARLES HEMPHILL 1 986
Chandler Reservation
JOHN HILL 1984 JOHN P. H. CHANDLER JR. 1985
GERALD B. COURSER 1 986 ALLISON MOCK 1 987
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Warner Parks and Recreation Commission
RICHARD COOK 1984 RHONDA ROOD 1984




Superintendent of Cemeteries (Appointed)
ROBERT B. CUTTING 1 984
Forest Fire Wardens
PAUL E. VIOLETTE, Chief Warden
JOHN HILL PHILIP ROGERS
L. ERNEST NICHOLS ALLISON MOCK
GERALD B. COURSER DONALD HALL
RICHARD CUTTING FREEMAN A. WEST
FRED COURSER, JR.
Highway Safety Commission (Appointed)
PAUL E. VIOLETTE REES G. HANBURY OTTO FREDERICKS
Civil Defense (Appointed)





Custodian of Town Hall (Appointed)
FREEMAN WEST 1984
Animal Officer (Appointed)
EUGENE DABROWSKI 1984 •
Building Inspector (Appointed)
RICHARD BROWN 1984
Representative to Central N. H. Regional Planning
CHARLES THOITS III
Representatives to the General Court
AVIS NICHOLS WILLIAM KIDDER ALF JACOBSON
Warner Representatives to Kearsarge Regional School District
HENRY APLINGTON 1984 AVIS NICHOLS 1985
Warner Village Fire District Commissioners
WESLEY MANNING 1984 RICHARD BROWN 1985
FRED WHITMAN 1986
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Selectmen's Meeting:
The Selectmen hold their regular meetings on the second and last Tuesday of
each month at 8:00 P.M.
INVENTORIES
The Selectmen will receive inventory blanks, over 65 exemptions, veteran's
exemptions and Current Land Use Applications and hear parties regarding their
liability to be taxed at the Selectmen's Office from 9 A.M. to 12 noon on
Saturday, April 14, 1984.
NOTE: That no appeals for abatements can be considered unless a FULLY com-
pleted inventory form has been filed with the Selectmen by April 15, 1984.
Board of Selectmen
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
WARRANT FOR THE TOWN MEETING
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Warner in the County of Merrimack in
said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Warner on Tuesday,
the Thirteenth day of March, next at 9:00 of the clock in the forenoon, to act
upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
ADJOURN: FOR BUSINESS MEETING
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14, 1984 at 7:30 P.M.
2. To see if the Town of Warner will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
donate on a one-time basis Four Thousand Eighty ($4,080.00) Dollars to the
Bradford Rescue Squad towards the purchase of a new ambulance. The ambu-
lance a Yankee Coach Pioneer III with necessary equipment and a performance
bond will cost Forty-nine Thousand ($49,000.00) Dollars. The Bradford Rescue
Squad will contribute from its funds Fifteen Thousand ($15,000.00) Dollars.







The contributions were arrived at by determining the percentage of runs
per Town (averaged over the last five years). For further details please
see the Bradford Rescue Squad's report within your annual report.
3
.
To see if the Town of Warner will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,000.00 to increase the present highway budget for the purpose of prepar-
ing a section of Home Road to be black topped/farmers mixed. (Submitted by
petition and NOT included in Budget).
4. To see if the Town of Warner will raise and appropriate $1,650.00 for
the purchase of a hand held radar unit for use by the Warner Police Department.
(Submitted by petition, NOT recommended by the Budget Committee and NOT
included in the budget).
5. To see if the Town of Warner will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$8,730.00 (Eight Thousand Seven Hundred Thirty Dollars) for a cruiser for
the Warner Police Department. Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000.00) to be with-
drawn from the Capital Reserve Fund plus any interest that has accrued and the
balance to be raised by taxation. (Recommended by the Budget Committee and
included in the budget).
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6. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize withdrawal
from Revenue Sharing Funds for use as set off s against budgeted appropriations
for the following specific purpose and in the amounts herewith or take any other




7. To see if the Town will raise such sum of money as may be necessary to
defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same.
8. To see if the Town will authorize and direct the Selectmen to review the
consideration which may be involved in participating with the City of Concord
Solid Waste Resource Recovery Project, to enter into disucssions and negotia-
tions regarding the project, and to report back to the Town as to their findings
and recommendations. A decision by the town to participate or not to partici-
pate in the project will be deferred to a special town meeting in the fall of 1984,
or the regular town meeting in March of 1985.
9. To see if the Town of Warner, N. H. shall call upon the Governor and
Executive Council, its State Representative(s) and State Senator to promptly
convene a Special Session of the Legislature for the sole purpose of preventing
the imposition of huge cost increases in electric rates resulting from the Sea-
brook Nuclear Power Plant on the citizens, businesses, schools and agencies
in the Town of Warner, and to direct the Selectmen to promtly notify our above
listed elected officials of the Town's desire. (Submitted by petition).
10. To see if the Town Meeting will vote to discontinue as a public high-
way, an old town road laid out in 1852, said old town road running from the
easterly side of Plains Road over land currently owned by Mrs. Thelma Stock-
man to land currently owned by William and Barbara Annis and more particularly
bounded and described as laid out and recorded in Town of Warner Town
Records on May 12, 1852 as follows:
Beginning on the northerly side of the highway leading from the Jeremiah
Straws to Davisville SVi rods southeasterly of the southeast corner of said
Glover house thence on land of said Glover north 58 east 23 rods; thence
14° west 15 rods to land of James S. Couch thence across said Couch land
north 3° 45' east 42^ rods to land of said Glover thence same course A2Vi
rods to land Jesse Sanborn north 1° west on said Sanborn land 42 rods to
land of said Sawyer. Thence same course on said Sawyer's land 20 rods to a
stake said road laid out Wz rods wide and to be made and expenses paid by
the said Sawyer and Glover the line above described to be the middle of the
highway and the highways to be Wi rods wide. (Submitted by petition).
1 1
.
To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen and Town Treasurer to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes on the note or notes of the town.
12. To see if the Town will vote under RSA 31 :95-b to permit the Board of
Selectmen to accept gifts and grants on behalf of the Town of Warner.
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13. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to sell property taken
for taxes.
14. To see if the Town will adopt as a by-law or ordinance of the Town the:
"Regulating heavy hauling over town highways" made by the Selectmen on
June 28, 1983, pursuant to RSA 31 :41d and 42, the provisions of which
have been published at length and are herein incorporated by reference.
15. To see if the Town will vote under RSA 31:39 to permit the Board of
Selectmen to adopt by laws on behalf of the Town of Warner until the next
annual meeting.
16. To hear reports of the Officers of the Town heretofore chosen and Com-
mittees appointed and pass any vote relating thereto.
17. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 14th day of February, in the year of our
Lord nineteen hundred and Eighty -Four.
REES G. HANBURY Selectmen
CARTHER-LYNN BEAN of
JOHN A. KELLEY, JR. Warner
A true copy of Warrant — Attest:
REES G . HANBURY Selectmen
CARTHER-LYNN BEAN of
JOHN A. KELLEY, JR. Warner
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BUDGET FOR THE TOWN OF WARNER
Actual Actual Select- Budget Coi
Appro- Expend- men's Recom-
priations itures Budget mended
Purposes of Appropriation 1983 1983 1984 1984
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Town Officers Salary !516,695.00 S 16,874.71 S 21,150.00 $ 21,150.00
Town Officers Expenses 15,150.00 14,667.99 16,760.00 16,760.00
Election and Reg. Exp. 1,090.00 1,214.76 2,820.00 2,820.00
Cemeteries 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
General Gov. Buildings 15,437.00 11,731.31 16,222.00 14,400.00
Planning and Zoning 2,200.00 1,689.17 2,400.00 2,400.00
Legal Expenses 3,500.00 2,342.50 3,500.00 3,500.00
Advertising and
Regional Assoc. 1,430.00 1,430.00 1,465.00 1,465.00
Contigency Fund 16,500.00 16,500.00
PUBLIC SAFETY
Police Department 23,250.00 22,483.01 21,895.00 21,895.00
Fire Department 25,911.00 25,911.00 31,473.40 31,473.40
Civil Defense 50.00 13.50 50.00 50.00
Forest Fires 1,200.00 1,002.35 1,200.00 1,200.00
Care of Trees 1,000.00 500.00 1,000.00 1,000.00
Damage by Dogs 500.00 00.00 500.00 500.00
Fire Roads 750.00 344.07 750.00 750.00
Highway Paving 4,000.00 4,000.00 6,000.00 6,000.00
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
Town Maintenance 59,763.00 60,097.27 60,056.00 60,056.00
General Highway Dept.
Expenses 87,890.00 94,306.75 98,027.00 98,027.00
Town Road Aid 20,345.00 20,345.00
Highway Subsidy 18,464.00 18,464.00
Street Lighting 9,000.00 8,209.91 10,000.00 10,000.00
Added Highway Subsidy 11,904.00 11,904.00
Oiling - Revenue Sharing 14,500.00 14,500.00 18,500.00 18,500.00
Duncan Fund 10,370.00 10,370.00
SANITATION
Block Grant 54,638.00 54,638.00
Garbage Removal 17,604.00 17,604.00 17,604.00 17,604.00
Line Striping 500.00 450.00 500.00 500.00
HEALTH
Health Department 50.00 228.23 50.00 50.00
Ambulances 6,500.00 4,100.00 6,500.00 6,500.00
Vital Statistics 35.00 36.70 35.00 35.00
Kearsarge Visiting Nurse 3,912.00 3,911.70 3,802.50 3,802.50
WELFARE
General Assistance 2,000.00 500.00 2,000.00 2,000.00
Old Age Assistance ] 15,000.00 14,130.49 15,000.00 15,000.00
Aid to the Disabled
]
Soldiers Aid 100.00 00.00 100.00 100.00
Court Placement 4,000.00 7,610.00 4,000.00 4,000.00
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Library 19,936.00 20,259.16 20,484.00 20,848.00
Parks and Recreation 3,838.00 3,652.75 5,190.00 5,190.00
Patriotic Purposes 450.00 450.00 450.00 450.00
DEBT SERVICE
Principal of Long-Term
Notes 19,000.00 19,000.00 9,000.00 9,000.00
Interest Expense -
Long-Term Notes 3,190.00 3,189.99 1,710.00 1,710.00
Interest Expense -
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CAPITAL OUTLAY
Radio - Paging Equipt. 5,000.00 5,000.00
Purchase of Land 2,000.00 1,500.00
Bridge - Revenue Sharing -






Reserve Funds 25,000.00 25,000.00 25,000.00 25,000.00
MISCELLANEOUS
FICA 7,475.00 7,076.33 8,194.00 8,194.00
Insurance 18,819.00 18,001.39 18,340.00 18,340.00
Kindergarten 900.00 900.00 900.00 900.00
Community Action
Program 7,000.00 7,000.00 7,000.00 7,000.00
TOTAL
APPROPRIATIONS $550,208.00 J5541,640.39 $589,645.90 $586,173.90
1,650.00
$3,472.00




National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest and Penalties on Taxes
Inventory Penalties
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES
Meals and Rooms Tax




Class V Highway Maintenance (Duncan)








Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses & Penalties
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income from Departments
Rent of Town Property
MISCELLANEOUS
Interest on Deposits
Sale of Town Property
Income from Trust Funds
Workman's Compensation - Rebate
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Withdrawal from Capital Reserve
Revenue Sharing Fund
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS
Select-
Estimated Actual men's Estimated
Revenues Revenues Budget Revenues
1983 1983 1984 1984
S 11,300.00 S 11,478.00 S 11.400.00 S 11,400.00
30.00 26.75 30.00 30.00
15,000.00 20,964.85 15,000.00 15,000.00
18,000.00 33,060.58 20.000.00 20,000.00







2,200.00 3,431.81 2,200.00 2,200.00
92,343.12 90,000.00 40,000.00
50.00 149.93 50.00 50.00
11,905.00 7.064.25
5,900.00 5,597.47 5,500.00 5,500.00
32,361.52 54,637.86 54,637.86
4.00
48,000.00 66,129.00 66.125.00 66,125.00
1,000.00 1,098.00 1,000.00 1,000.00
: e 120.00 179.50 100.00 100.00
8,000.00 7,031.03 8.000.00 8.000.00
700.00 3,763.50 700.00 700.00
10,000.00 34,264.71 37,000.00 37,000.00
8,000.00 3,140.00 8,000.00 8,000.00
2,100.00 2,875.47 2,500.00 2,500.00
4,769.00 4,842.84 6,668.09 6,668.09
3,000.00 3,000.00
25,500.00 25,500.00 18,500.00 18,500.00
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
1983, not unlike the past 3-4 years brought some unanticipated expenses
(particularly in the Highway Department). Most of the planned repairs and reha-
bilitation of the Newmarket and North Village Roads had to be set aside due to
the collapse of the bridge on the Ski-Tow Road and the loss of a large culvert on
the Plains Road. However, some planned bridge work was accomplished (ie: the
second bridge on the North Road was replaced by a multi-plate culvert and the
first bridge replaced in late 1982 was surfaced in 1983.
No large equipment replacement has been requested or recommended by the
Highway Department for 1984 but an additional $25,000.00 is being recom-
mended by the Board of Selectmen to be put in a Capital Reserve for future
purchase of replacement equipment.
It is becoming more evident by the Board that the number of hours required
to conduct town business is increasing at an alarming rate. Requirments placed
on administration by the enactment of both Federal and State legislation creates
a great deal of paper work. Although the Selectmen's Office is open to the
public only six hours a week our administrative assistant works many more
hours each week. It is obvious that the near future will either cause consider-
ation of a full time Selectmen's Office or giving serious assessment to the use of
a computerized system. Your Board is studying these alternatives and will make
recommendations to the Budget Committee and for a warrant article approach.
Public input into such changes is always desirable and hearings will certainly be a
part of the process.
The various agencies in the town are outgrowing the space allocated to
them particularly the space for storage of records. Part of the money in the 1984
budget, under Town Hall expenses, is for the renovation of the old jail room
(under the Police Office) in order to deviate some of the storage problem.
The Board also recognizes that more and more demand for the use of the
Town Hall by Town Organizations and individuals for dances, meetings, suppers,
receptions, etc. is taking place. In this regard we will probably have to revamp
some of the ground rules and fee schedules. In the meantime it is advisable
that organizations desiring the use of the Town Hall to get their request in early
(2-3 months is not regarded as too early). Whenever possible emergencies will
take precedence. An example of this is the offer by the Board to the Principal
of the Simmonds Elementary School to use the basement for the hot lunch
program when the kitchen at the school was destroyed by fire. This tied up the
kitchen and dining facilities for approximately 3 weeks.
In conclusion we would like to express our appreciation to all town agencies
such as Police, Fire, Precinct, Town Clerk, Tax Collector for their usual cooper-
ativeness. A special thanks should go to Diane Violette, Treas. Thru her diligence
the $650,000.00 that the town had to borrow during 1983 cost only $209.74
in interest to the town. Also a thanks to the many townspeople who have volun-
teered their time and efforts toward town business. In addition we particularly
appreciate the efforts of Fred Courser Jr. and his son Gerald for their willingness
to walk the bounds of the Town of Warner with representatives from the Towns
of Salisbury and Sutton. Well done gentlemen.
REES G. HANBURY
CARTHER-LYNN BEAN
JOHN A. KELLEY, JR.




All funds in custody of treasurer $228,045.23





TOTAL CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS 28,000.00
Other bills due Town:
1982 Heather Facteau, Bradford 85.00
1982 Eric Whittemore, Warner 60.00
1 982 Alfred Bissonette Est. Warner 85 .00
1982 Joe Ballasone, Sutton 85.00
1982 James Foley, Warner 85.00
1982 Richard Willey, Warner 85.00
1983 Arthur Schwarze Est., Warner 85.00
1983 Ed Spooner, Sutton 85.00
1983 Walter Bower for Steven, Warner 85.00
1983 James & Maureen Smith, Warner 15.00
1983 Ernest Jr. & Nancy Flanders 262.50
1983 Joseph Carter Est. Mi. 85.00
1983 David Flanders Jr., Warner 85.00
1 983 Robert Chase , Warner 60.00
1983 Laura Wallington Est., Warner 85.00
1983 Janice Talpey for Shawn, Warner 85.00
1 983 Farmers Market 45 .00
1983 Gordon Tower Est., N. Sutton 85.00
1983 Lynn Smith, Warner 85.00
1983 Richard Brayshaw, Warner 22.50
TOTAL OTHER BILLS DUE TOWN: $1 ,655.00
TOTAL ACCOUNTS DUE TO THE TOWN: $1 ,655.00
Unredeemed Taxes:
Levy of 1982 67,182.55
Levy of 1982 20,701.80
TOTAL UNREDEEMED TAXES $87,884.35
Uncollected Taxes:
Levy of 1983 291,810.73
Levy of 1982 475.31
Levy of 1981 2,071.60
TOTAL UNCOLLECTED TAXES $294,357.64
TOTAL ASSETS $640,528.77
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Fund Balance - December 31, 1982 $75,653.94
Fund Balance - December 31, 1983 90,891.84
Change in Financial Condition $ 1 5 ,237.90
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by the Town
Unexpended Revenue
Sharing Funds $10,166.23
Dog License Fees Collected —
Not Remitted 124.00
Yield Tax Deposits (Escrow Acc't) 5,266.03
School District(s) Tax(es) Payable 498,811.24
Wm. Davis Fund 6,384.60
Chandler Reservation Account 884.83
TOTAL ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN $521 ,636.93
Capital Reserve Funds: 25 ,000.00
Highway Dept. 3,000.00






FROM LOCAL TAXES: (Collected and Remitted to Treasurer)
Property Taxes - Current Year - 1 983 $903 ,927.87
Resident Taxes - Current Year.- 1983 10,350.00
National Bank Stock Taxes — Current Year 1983 • 26.75
Yield Taxes - Current Year - 1 983 15 ,040.27
Property Taxes and Yield Taxes - Previous Years 264,663.43
Resident Taxes — Previous Years 1 ,1 28.00
Land Use Change Tax — Current and Prior Years 2,972.45
Interest received on Delinquent Taxes 32,923.58
Penalties: Resident Taxes 137.00
Tax sales redeemed 151,373.53
Total Taxes Collected and Remitted $1 ,382,542.88
INTERGOVERNMENT REVENUES
Highway Subsidy $ 8,942.09
Added Highway Subsidy 7,064.25
Town Road Aid 11,182.28
Reimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land 3,431.81
Business Profits Tax 14,361.88
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Highway Block Grant 32,361.52
Motor Vehicle fees 5,597.45
Revenue Sharing Distribution 92,343.12
Forest Fire Reimbursement 149.93
Refund - Explosive Permit 4.00
Total Intergovernmental Revenues $ 1 75 ,438.35
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees $66,1 29.00
Dog Licenses & Penalties 1 ,098.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 179.50
Total Licenses and Permits $67 ,406 .50
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income From Departments $7 ,03 1 .03
Rent of Town Property 3 ,763 .50
Total Charge for Services $ 10,794.53
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interest on Deposits $34,264.71
Sale of Town Property 3,140.00
Redington Fund 344.00
Reimb. Cemetery Care 3 ,239.80
Gift - Fall Folliage Festival 739.00
Welfare Reimbursement 3,572.34
Refund Tax Redemption 2.00
Dividend Unemployment Comp. 300.36
Postage .20
Total Miscellaneous Revenues $45,602.41
'
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Income from Trust Funds $ 2,875.45
Revenue Sharing Fund 29,664.00
Refund NHMA Work Comp. Fund 4,842.84
Negative Deposit -22.20
Cost of Check Fees -6.04
Check not cashed — re-deposited 20.1
7
Total Other Financing Sources $37,374.24
NON-REVENUE RECEIPTS
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes $650,000.00
Transfer Revenue Sharing Savings to Money Market 25,500.00
Total Non-Revenue Receipts $675,500.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES $2,394,658.91
Cash on Hand January, 1 1983 179,578.03
GRAND TOTAL $2,574,236.94
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PAYMENTS
GENERAL GOVERNMENT:
Town officers' salaries $16,874.71
Town officers' expenses 14,667.99
Election and Registration expenses 1,214.76
General Government Buildings 11,731.31
Planning and Zoning 1,689.17
Legal Expenses 2,342.50
Regional Association 1,430.00






Care of Trees 500.00
Total Public Safety Expenses $49,909.86
HIGHWAYS, STREET, BRIDGES
Town Maintenance $60,097.27
General Highway Department Expenses 94,306.75
Town Road Aid 20,345.00
Highway Subsidy 18,464.00
Street Lighting 8,209.91
Added Highway Subsidy 22,757.59





Total Highways and Bridges Expenses $253,844.59
SANITATION
Dump $17,604.00
Total Sanitation Expenses $17,604.00
HEALTH
Health Department $ 228.23
Ambulances 4,100.00
Kearsarge Visiting Nurse Assoc. 3,911.70
Vital Statistics 36.70
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CULTURE AND RECREATION
Library $20,259.16
Parks and Recreation 3,652.75
Patriotic Purposes 450.00
Total Culture and Recreational Expenses $24,361.91
DEBT SERVICE
Principal of Long-Term Bond & Notes $19,000.00
Interest Expense - Long-Term Bonds & Notes 3,189.99
Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes 34,138.35
Total Debt Service Payments $56,328.34
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Radio - Paging Equipment $5,000.00
Purchase of Land 1 ,500.00
Bridge - Rev. Sharing (French's Brook) 4,000.00
Total Capital Outlay $10,500.00
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
Payments ot Capital Reserve Funds $25,000.00
Revenue Sharing deposited 29,664.00




Xotal Miscellaneous Expenses $25,077.72
UNCLASSIFIED
Payments on Tax Anticipation Notes $650,000.00
Taxes bought by town 158,784.16
Discounts, Abatements and Refunds 502.01
Payments for trustees of trust funds 2,961.70
Total Unclassified Expenses $ 8 1 2 ,247 .87
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS
Payment ot State a/c Dog License Fees
Taxes paid to County
Payments to Precincts
Payments to School Districts
1983 Tax $468,305.80
1984 Tax $390,541.44
TOTAL PAYMENTS TO OTHER
GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES
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SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
As of December 31, 1983, June 30, 1984 (1)
Long-Term Notes Outstanding:
Highway Truck $18,000.00
TOTAL LONG-TERM NOTES OUTSTANDING $18,000.00
RECONCILIATION OF OUTSTANDING LONG-TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Outstanding Long-Term Debt — December 31 , 1982












Public Utilities 507,370.00 106,198.00
Total Valuation




Net valuation on which the tax rate
is computed 26,376,427.00 6,203,674.00
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT




Uncollected Taxes - Beginning of Fiscal Year
Property Taxes $258,251.98
Resident Taxes 1 ,670.00 970.00
Land Use Change Taxes 6,032.77 2,001.60
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $1,191,159.42 815.16
Resident Taxes 11,020.00




Resident Taxes 1,060.00 260.00
Overpayments:
a/c Property Taxes $ 40.97
a/c Resident Taxes 20.00
Interest Collected on Delinquent
Property Taxes: 251.86 8,773.86
Interest Collected on Land Use Change Taxes 1 1 .57
7.00
$2,978.60
Penalties Collected on Resident Taxes 27.00 101.00




Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Property Taxes $903,927.87 $258,738.85
Resident Taxes 10,350.00 1,038.00
Yield Taxes 15,040.27 5,919.46
Land Use Change Taxes 2,972.45
Interest Collected During Year 428.10 8,972.48
Penalties on Resident Taxes 27.00 101.00
Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes 1,183.03 328.29
Resident Taxes 120.00 530.00
Land Use Change Taxes 262.00
Uncollected Taxes — End of Fiscal Year:
(As Per Collector's List)
Property Taxes 286,655.49
Resident Taxes 1,630.00 362.00
Land Use Change Taxes 1,947.90
Yield Taxes 1,578.15 113.31
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1983 (June 20, 1984)
-DR. -
Tax Sales on Account of Levies Of
Previous
1982 1981 1980 years
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes —
Beginning Fiscal Year* $60,487.19 $29,768.37 $15.00
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year** $156,348.01
Interest Collected After Sale 5,785.79 8,850.44 8,891.59
Redemption Costs 649.72 469.80 335.57
TOTAL DEBITS $162,783.52 $69,807.43 $38,995.33 $15.00
-CR. -
Remittances to Treasurer During Year
Redemptions $ 86,642.33 $37,266.54 $27,449.96 $15.00
Interest & Costs After Sale 5,785.79 8,850.44 8,891.59
Abatements During Year 38.40 38.40 38.32
Deeded to Town During Year 3,134.45 2.950.25 2,615.46
Unredeemed Taxes —
End of Fiscal Year 67,182.55 20,701.80
TOTAL CREDITS $162,783.52 $69,807.43 $38,995.33 $15.00
* These sums represent to total of Unredeemed Taxes, as of January 1, 1983
from Tax Sales held in Previous Fiscal Years.
** Amount of Tax Sale(s) held during current fiscal year, including total amount
of taxes, interest and costs to date of sale(s).
TAX RATE FOR 1983
Town 9.35 per $1000.00
County 3.45 per $1000.00
School 31.96 per $1000.00
TOTAL 44.76 per $1000.00
Warner Village Fire District (precinct) 3 .2 1 per $ 1 000.00
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UNREDEEMED TAXES FROM TAX SALE*
December 31, 1983
1982 1981
Baldaro, John & Mary S 1,477. 19S 1,054.91
Ball, Roy & Alice 209.43
Bean, Alice 1,383.29 1,286.90
Beede, Bertha (Shute. Robert) 188.90
Bull, Barkley & Sandra 2,186.10 2,013.30
Carlson, Neale & Janet 1,194.60
Carlson, Neale & Janet 393.03
Chandler, Thomas & Beverly 1.000.00
Chaplain, Mary 757.36
Chapman, Brent & Barbara 809.69
Chipman, Bruce & Christine 1,558.52
Cook, Michael & Cynthia 1,353.83 1,272.64
Courser, Gerald & Judith 869.99
Cusano, John 844.72 788.48
Dabrowski, Elsie 840.81
Dabrowski, Elsie 140.51
David-Eisenhauer Realty Trust Assoc. 20.18
David-Eisenhauer Realty Trust Assoc. 72.87
Davison, Simone 393.65
Dempco Inc. 377.39
Dyer, Richard 151.91 312.76
Eastman, John & Nancy 1,797.24
Edmunds, Ralph & Sharon Trustees 95.33
Edwards, Joyce 2,227.20
Fernandez, Barbara 1,451.16
Flanders, Ernest Sr. Est. (Bldg. iof Johin Willey) 499.75
Fortune, Stewart & Cheryl 835.82
Gagne, John & Joyce Johnson 207.69
Gerrard, Stephen & Rita 1,388.12
Graves, Dwight & Maribeth 729.36 677.19
Graves, Dwight & Maribeth & Hastings;, Rigolette &
Imelda Mimnaugh 21.90
Greenlaw, Thomas 971.04
Hanson, Alfred H. & Ann M. 168.84 159.40
Harvey, Jeannie 653.03 422.74
Hays, W. Wesley & Janan M. 1.377.45 188.83
Howe, Frederick Jr. & Donna 408.29
Jadczak, Edward & E. Ewing 223.83
Jordan, Michael 210.13
Jordan, Michael & Rachel 72.75
Kashulines, Richard & Catherine (Gou lding, Joseph) 149.96
Lakeman, Evelyn 325.65
Lynch, William 333.31
Latvian Lutheran Church (Bldg. of A. Kaza & V. Antims) 273.47
Manning, Wesley & Sandra 1,370.88 1,124.26
Marenghi, Hisakso 261.93
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Martin, Raymond & Nancy
Martin, Raymond & Nancy
McNeil, Roderick & Sara
Merullo, Arthur & Barbara D.
MVR Associates
Newcomb, Carl Jr.
N. E.Tel. & Tel.
Nogues, Martin & Claire
O'Halloran, Gerard & Barbara







Panton, Harold & Julia E.
Pershouse, Derek
Piroso, Alan & Bonnie
Place, George & Betty
Richard, Leon & Arestine
Rigollet, Hastings
Rouleau Lumber Co., Inc. & G. Cloutier
Sawyer, Warren & Betty
Seabolt, Robert & Donna
Severance, Leon
Siceley, Paul & Marion
Skinner, Barry & Kathleen
Skinner, Barry & Kathleen
Skinner, Barry & Kathleen
Smith, Marvin
Suckomski, Richard & Judith L.
Talpey, James & Janice
Taylor, Dennis & Peter Zervas
Terry, Peter
Tonkin, Robert
Trautman, Bruce T. & Virginia H.
Voke, Robert
Wareing, William & Beverly
Wesoja, Robert & Sandra
TOTALS $68,469.58 $21 ,1 67.00
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1983
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $ 1 80,540.00
Furniture and Equipment 10,000.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 81 ,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 41 ,000.00
Police Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment 8,000.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 81 ,000.00
Equipment 140,000.00
Materials and Supplies 1 5 ,000.00
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 22,680.00
All other property:
Chandler Reservation 118,000.00
Ski tow area and buildings 40,000.00
Old Graded School 150,000.00
Old Warner Road Map 3 Lot 35 1,930.00
Route 103 South Map 3 Lot 73 1 ,840.00
Dustin Road Map 3 Lot 80 1,930.00
Route 127 Map 3 Lot 83 49,740.00
Warner Road Map 7 Lot 46 240.00
Off Schoodac Road Map 7 Lot 55 860.00
Plains Road Map 7 Lot 73 5,790.00
Collins Road Map 8 Lot 13-1 360.00
North Village Road Map 9 Lot 23 1,190.00
North Village Road Map 9 Lot 25 4,420.00
Interstate 89 Map 10 Lot 36 1 ,490.00
Collins Road Map 12 Lot 53 1,750.00
North Road Map 14 Lot 17 5,250.00
Couchtown Road Map 15 Lot 47-2 4,090.00
Old Route 103 Map 16 Lot 8 440.00
Route 103 West Map 16 Lot 33 450.00
Melvin Mills Map 16 Lot 46 1 ,260.00
Route 103 West Map 16 Lot 75 3,560.00
Old Route 103 West Map 17 Lot 18 4,560.00
Off Old Route 103 West Map 17 Lot 21 600.00
North Road Map 18 Lot 9-1 1 ,060.00
Tory Hill Road Map 18 Lot 24 230.00
Boundtree Road Map 25 Lot 20 7,950.00
Off Tom Pond Road Map 28 Lot 16 2,430.00
Route 103 Map 28 Lot 33 2,160.00
Tom Pond Road Map 28 Lot 37 120.00
Tom Pond Road Map 28 Lot 43 480.00
Tom Pond Road Map 28 Lot 46 810.00
Off Main Street Map 30 Lot 53 940.00
Chemical Road Bldg. on Map 34 Lot 26 2,170.00
Chemical Road Bldg. on Map 34 Lot 26 10,200.00
TOTAL $1,007,520.00
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REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
Year Ending December 31, 1983








Sub -Division Site Plan 2.00
Zoning Board:
Zoning Board of Adjustments Hearing 165.70
Library:
Reimbursement Workmen's Compensation 133.44
Police Department:
Fall Foliage Festival Reimbursement 638.17
Pistol Permits 48.00
Insurance Reports 58.00
Reimbursement Cruiser Damage 128.20
Other:
Rent Town Property 3,171.50
Rent Town Hall 592.00
Ambulance 3,496.00
Fire Department Space Heater Permit 8.00
National Bank Stock 26.75
Transfer from Revenue Sharing Savings A/C to Money Market 25,500.00
Sale of Land 2,700.00
Refund Meeting 30.00
Yield Tax Interest 336.10
Supervisors Check List 63.35
Refund Workmen's Compensation 4,842.84
Refund Tax Redemption 2.00
Gift-Fall Foliage Festival 739.00
Re-deposited Stale Dated Checks 20.17
License Amusement Device 112.50
Copies 16.80
Welfare Reimbursement 3,572.34
Current Use Fees 21.00
Sale Town Property 440.00
Vending License 10.00
Junk Yard License 50.00
Animal Officer Insurance Report 2.50
BANK OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Ida Redington Fund 344.00
TREASURER UNITED STATES
Revenue Sharing 29,664.00
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State & Federal Forest Fire Reimbursement
Highway Reimbursement









1983 Underpayment to Treasurer (Autos)
1983 Underpayment to Treasurer (Dogs)
MARIANNE HOWLETT, TAX COLLECTOR
1983 Property Taxes
1983 Property Tax Interest
1983'Open Space Tax
1983 Open Space Tax Interest
1983 Resident Tax
1983 Resident Tax Penalty
1983 Yield Tax
1983 Yield Tax Interest
1983 Current Use Change Tax
1982 Property Tax Redemption
1982 Property Tax Redemption Interest
1982 Property Tax
1982 Property Tax Interest
1982 Interest
1982 Resident Tax
1982 Resident Tax Penalty
1982 Yield Tax
1982 Yield Tax Interest
1981 Property Tax Redemption
1981 Property Tax Redemption Interest
1981 Resident Tax
1981 Resident Tax Penalty
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1980 Property Tax Redemption Interest 8,897.1
1
1980 Resident Tax 10.00
1 980 Resident Tax Penalty 1 .00
1 979 Property Tax Redemption 1 5 .00
Postage (To record returned check) .20
Interest Earned Money Market A/C & Certificate Investments 33,928.61
FIRST CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK
Temporary notes 650,000.00
Total receipts for year including cash on hand
December 31, 1982 $2,574,265.18
EXPENDITURES
Negative Deposit (Returned Check) — 22.20
Money Market A/C Check Fees — 6.04
Paid Out By Order of Board of Selectmen $2,368,893.40
(Through and including Check #=4377)





I, the undersigned have audited the accounts of the Selectmen, Town
Treasurer, Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Almoners of the Foster & Currier Funds,
Board of Management of the William D. Davis School Fund, Trustees of the
Trust Funds, New Waterloo Cemetery Trust Fund and Overseer of the Public
Welfare for the Town of Warner, N. H. for the year ended December 31, 1983
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REPORT OF REVENUE SHARING ACCOUNT
Year Ending December 31, 1983
On deposit Sugar River Savings Bank Book #40285 S 5,016.30
Received from Treasurer of the United States 29,664.00
Received from interest on deposited funds 985.93
Withdrawn per order of Board of Selectmen - 25.500.00
Balance on deposit as of December 31, 1983 SI 0.1 66.23
DIANE L. VIOLETTE
Treasurer
REPORT OF WILLIAM D. DAVIS SCHOOL FUND
Year Ending December 31, 1983
On deposit Sugar River Savings Bank Book #45500 S 1 ,229.87
Received from interest on deposited funds 77.91
On deposit First Citizens National Bank Cert. #80343 5.000.00
Received from interest on Certificate 524.82
Withdrawn from Davis Award Expenses - 448.00
Balance on deposit as of December 31,1 983 S6 .384.00
DIANE L. VIOLETTE
Treasurer
REPORT OF CHANDLER RESERVATION ACCOUNT
Year Ending December 31, 1983
On deposit Sugar River Savings Bank Book #49845 S836.84
Received from interest on deposited funds 47.99
Balance on deposit as of December 31.1 983 S884.83
DIANE L. VIOLETTE
Treasurer







Overseer Public Welfare 350.00
Town Clerk, Salary 400.00
Deputy Town Clerk, Salary 150.00
Town Clerks Office, Autos and Dogs 2,293.50
Tax Collector 1 ,800.00
Building Inspector 262.50
Animal Officer 200.17
Trustee of Trust Funds 200.00
TOTAL $16,874.71
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES
Postage, Printing & supplies $ 2,314.11
Association dues 486.52
Telephone 697.12
Bonds and Liability Insurance 2,592.00






Moderator and Assistant Moderator $ 30.00
Supervisors 261.30
Ballot Clerks 30.00
Printing ballots and checklists 660.80












ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT:
Advertisements $ 88.64
Postage 79.55





























KEARSARGE VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
Kearsarge Visiting Nurse Assoc.
Warner Village Fire District







































Community Action Program, Belknap-Merrimack Counties Inc.
500.00
S 7,000.00
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COURT PLACEMENT























N. H. Municipal Assoc. — workman's comp.
N. H. Municipal Assoc. — unemployment comp.




Warner Cooperative Kindergarten, Inc.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Town of Hopkinton, ambulance





































Allan Brown TRA, summer, winter, Duncan, Fire Rd.
Additional subsidy
Harry Anderson, TRA, summer, winter, Duncan, Fire Rd.
Additional Subsidy
Edward Shampney, TRA, summer, winter, Duncan, Fire Rd.
Additional Subsidy
Michael Brown, TRA, summer, winter, Duncan, Fire Rd.
Additional Subsidy




Alfred Hanson, Jr., winter
Varick Proper, winter
Charles Thoits IV, summer, winter
Freeman West, summer, winter, TRA, Duncan
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STREET LIGHTING
Public Service Co. of N.H. $ 8,209.91
PARKS AND RECREATION




Commission Fund $ 76.94
Little League, ins. 41.40
Babe Ruth, ins. 185.00
New equipment 1 ,600.00
Ins. - skating rink 300.00
TOTAL
CEMETERIES
Wilkins, Cloues Bigelow Post #=39
LEGAL EXPENSE
Gallagher, Callahan & Gartrell




Pillsbury Free Library, Jean MacAllister, Treas. $20,259.16
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE & TOTALLY DISABLED
Treas. State of N. H. $14,130.49
TOWN POOR
Nancy Kestner, Overseer $ 500.00
MEMORIAL DAY
Wilkins, Cloues, Bigelow Post #=39 $ 450.00
REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Central N. H. Regional Planning Commission $ 1 ,430.00
TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN
Marianne Howlett, cost of sale $ 1 ,320.55
Marianne Howlett, notifying mortagees 1,151 .00
Town of Warner, taxes and interest 156,312.61
TOTAL $158,784.16
SOCIAL SECURITY
Treas. State of N.H. $ 7,076.33
INTEREST
First Citizens National Bank, long term notes $ 3,189.99
First Citizens National Bank, temporary notes 34,138.35
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REVENUE SHARING
Sugar River Savings Bank . . . deposited $29,664.00
Highway Dept . . . oiling 14,500.00
Trustee of Trust Funds (highway dept. capital reserve) 7,000.00








Hopkinton Paving $ 4,000.00
NOTES
First Citizens National Bank . . . temporary note $650,000.00
First Citizens National Bank . . . long term note 19,000.00
STATE AND COUNTY
Treas. Merrimack County (County Tax) $93 ,67 1 .00
Treas. State of N. H. (Dog tax) 145.00
SCHOOL DISTRICT
Kearsarge Regional School District $858,847.24
WARNER VILLAGE FIRE DISTRICT
Precinct, precinct tax $20,040.31
REDINGTON FUND








Carl Newcomb, 1982 auto registration $ 6.50
Jacques Jarvis, 1982 overpayment property tax 2.50
Boughton & Young, 1982 overpayment property tax 1.69
Douglas & Patricia Martin, 1982 overpayment property tax 2.34
Neal Chalek, 1982 overpayment property tax 2.09
Lucien Charpentier, 1982 overpayment property tax 13.30
Donald Gartrell, 1982 overpayment property tax 1.91
Frank Dowd, overpayment 1982 property tax 8.35
John & Gloria Hawkins, overpayment 1982 property tax 9.31
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Lawrence & Joyce Healy, overpayment 1982 property tax 5.42
Eugene Monroe, overpayment 1982 property tax 1.45
R. Prescott & M. Robie, overpayment 1982 property tax 1.11
Jean Smith, overpayment 1982 property tax 5.36
Thomas Worcester, overpayment 1 982 property tax 1 1 .64
John Brayshaw, duplicate payment Resident tax 10.00
Paul Kharibian ... 1983 auto refund 4.50
D. Labar, 1983 auto refund 2.50
Bonnie Kerr, 1983 auto refund 139.50
Rees Hanbury, 1983 auto refund 27.00
Betty Davis, 1983 auto refund 23.50
Margery Noel, 1983 auto refund 79.50
Lloyd Stone III, 1983 auto refund 4.50
Kearsarge Reel, 1983 auto refund 12.50
Gordon Smith, dog license refund 3.00
Richard Brayshaw, 1983 auto refund 28.00
Sarah Chase, tax redemption refund 2.00
Peter Keyser, 1983 auto refund 2.00
Carol Howard, 1983 property adjustment 32.04
Paul Ladd, veteran exemption 50.00
Ruth Gervais, overpayment dog licenses to Treas. 8.50
TOTAL $ 502.01
CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
Trustee of Trust Funds, highway dept. 18,000.00 (town)
7,000.00 (Rev. Share) $25,000.00
S 553.81
711.70 $1,265.51
S 553.81 $ 553.81
$ 711.70
38 TOWN OF WARNER
REPORT OF THE ALMONERS OF THE
FOSTER & CURRIER FUNDS
For the Year Ending December 31,1 983
JOHN FOSTER FUND
Balance on hand, January 1 , 1983
Received from Trustees of Trust Funds,
Warner
Paid out during year:
Pillsbury Free Library
Balance in Fund, December 31, 1983
WALTER S. CURRIER FUND
Balance on hand, January 1 , 1983 $8,300.42
Received from Trustees of Trust Funds,
Warner
Received from Savings Bank Interest
Received from NOW Checking Account
Interest
Paid out during year
Balance in Fund, December 31 , 1983 $9,257.87
SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTS & BALANCES, DECEMBER 31 , 1983:
Sugar River Savings Acct. No. 41151 $7,489.75
First Citizens National Bank, NOW Ckg. Acc t. 2,479.82 $9,969.57
John Foster Fund balance $ 711.70




ALDERIC O. VIOLETTE (Treas.)
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REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF WATERLOO CEMETERY
PRINCIPAL




Interest Received And Transferred to Passbook
#=51235
No. Lots Sold During 1983
Interest on Passbook #=51235
INCOME











Paul Mock — Mowing
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REPORT OF TRUSTEES
Balance
Date of How Beg. of New
Creation Name of Fund Purpose Invested Year Funds
SUMMARY OF PERPETUAL CARE
Prior to Total Coal Hearth
1983 Cemetery Lot care SRSB $ 650.00
Schoodac Cemetery Lot care SRSB 3,300.00
1/31/83 Alfred H. Hanson, Sr. Lot care SRSB 100.00
Total Schoodac 3,300.00 100.00
Prior to
1983 Davisville Cemetery Lot care SRSB 3,096.00
5/20/83 Marshall &
Ruth Dunbar Lot care SRSB 100.00
Total Davisville 3,096.00 100.00
Prior to Total Lower Warner
1983 Cemetery
Total Waterloo
Lot care SRSB 1,725.00
Cemetery Lot care SRSB 1,000.00
Total Tory Hill
Cemetery Lot care SRSB 848.00
Total Melvin Mills
Cemetery Lot care SRSB 200.00
Total New
Waterloo Cemetery Lot care SRSB 2,000.00
Total Town Cemetery 12,819.00
Prior to Pine Grove Cemetery Lot care SRSB 38,009.00
1983 Ida M. Redington Lot care SRSB unknown
6/01/83 David & Sharon
Mathieu Lot care 150.00
8/16/83 Carther-Lynn &
Charles Bean Lot care SRSB 150.00
9/26/83 Vickie Leahy Lot care SRSB 100.00
Total Pine Grove
Cemetery 38,009.00 400.00
TOTAL PINE GROVE/TOWN CEMETERIES $50,828.00 $600.00
ALMONERS OF FOSTER & CURRIER FUNDS
1 2/27/97 John Foster Worthy Poor






TOTAL WORTHY POOR $8,613.00
LIBRARY FUNDS
12/27/97 John Foster
9/09/61 Alice G. Andrews
11/21/58 Lawrence Mitchell
3/26/29 Perry H. Cheney
8/03/74 Walter P. Miner
(Vz of Runels Fund
Support of SRSB 3,000.00
Purchase of books SRSB 1,000.00
Purchase of books SRSB 200.00
Purchase of books SRSB 1,000.00
Book fund SRSB 500.00
SRSB .00
see later in report
TOTAL LIBRARY FUNDS $5,700.00





Gains or Gain End of Beg. of








$ 305.26 $ 81.25 $ 72.26 $ 314.25
1,461.95 412.22 366.87 1,507.30
.00 4.73 .00 4.73
1,461.95 416.95 366.87 1,512.03
1,363.54 386.84 344.14 1,406.24
.00 3.02 .00 3.02
3,196.00 1,363.54 389.86 344.14 1,409.26
1,725.00 746.41 215.60 191.75 770.26
1,000.00 500.98 124.98 111.16 514.80
848.00 292.18 105.97 94.26 303.89
200.00 82.23 25.00 22.23 85.00
2,000.00 344.47 250.00 222.38 372.09
13,019.00 5,097.02 1,609.61 1,425.05 5,281.58
18,183.09 5,038.05 1,564.75 21,656.39
1,019.32 402.91 250.00 1,172.23





38,409.00 19,202.41 5,448.70 1,814.75 22,836.36
$51,428.00 $24,299.43 $7,058.31 $3,239.80 $28,117.94
5,113.00 .00 693.63 693.63 .00
3,500.00 482.01 482.01 .00
.00 1.00 18.81 18.81 1.00
$8,613.00 $1.00 $1,206.27 $1,206.27 $1.00
3,000.00 .00 412.38 412.38 .00
1,000.00 .00 132.27 132.27 .00
200.00 .00 31.13 31.13 .00
1,000.00 .00 132.27 132.27 .00
500.00 .00 70.03 70.03 .00
.00 1.00 20.30 20.30 .00
$5,700.00 $1.00 $798.38 $798.38 $1.00
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Date of
Creation Name of Fund Purpose
How
Invested
PINE GROVE CEMETERY ASSOC. INC.
4/01/08 Adelaide E. Ferrin Care of cemetery SRSB
8/25/04 Augusta C. Buswell Care of cemetery SRSB
1/13/28 Frances Redington
Hayes Care of cemetery SRSB










TOTAL PINE GROVE CEMETERY ASSOC. $5,285.00
WARNER SCHOOL DISTRICT
unknown Ancient School Fund b. Town Sch. SRSB 613.00
12/24/46 Arthur Thompson b. Simonds
Free H. S. SRSB 7,774.00
11/04/63 Zora C. Clough b. Simonds
FreeH.S. SRSB 3,000.00
4/05/1870
Phebe Flanders Davisvill Sch. SRSB 855.00
SRSB .00
Vz of Runels Fund - see! later in report
TOTAL SCHOOL FUND $12,242.00
SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS
3/10/70 Edward S.Willis Scholarship SRSB 19,650.00
21- -/82 Warner Grange Scholarship SRSB 4,000.00
SRSB .00
TOTAL SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS $23,650.00
MISCELLANEOUS FUNDS




3/09/26 J. Trumbull &
J. Tewskbury
For Town SRSB 919.34
Public Health SRSB 10.00
United Church SRSB 371.00
Town Cemetery SRSB 1,000.00
SRSB .00
Fence, Care of
Schoodac Cem. SRSB 600.00
SRSB .00










TOTAL RUNELS FUND 33,463.99 932.47
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PRINCIPAL INCOME
Capital Balance Balance Balance
Gains or Gain End of Beg. of End of
(Losses) Dividend Year Year Amount Expended Year
285.00 .00 36.07 36.07
1,000.00 .00 137.07 137.07
2,000.00 .00 274.15 274.15
2,000.00 .00 274.15 274.15
1.00 18.81 18.81 1.00
$5,285.00 $1.00 $740.25 $740.25 $1.00
613.00 .00 55.67 55.67 .00
7,774.00 .00 701.48 701.48 .00
3,000.00 .00 278.36 278.36 .00
855.00 .00 77.94 77.94 .00
1.00 7.35 8.35 .00
$12,242.00 $1.00 $1,120.80 $1,121.80 .00
19,650.00 1,435.18 2,679.44 2,822.00 1,292.62
4,000.00 274.99 548.80 578.00 245.79
.00 22.61 87.22 .00 109.83
•
$23,650.00 $1,732.78 $3,315.46 $3,400.00 $1,648.24
919.34 .00 51.31 51.31 .00
10.00 83.04 5.34 .00 98.38
371.00 .00 21.30 21.30 .00
1,000.00 .00 136.56 .00 .00
.00 57.31 136.56
6.85 .00 200.72
600.00 .00 88.20 .00
.00 124.98 88.20 '
9.46 .00 222.64
$ 2,900.34 $ 265.33 $ 319.02 $ 72.61 $ 511.74
(932.47) 11,404.29 .00 1,937.60 1,937.60 .00
22,992.17 .00 2,012.94 2,012.94 .00
.00 1.00 101.02 101.02 1.00
34,396.46 1.00 4,051.56 4,051.56 1.00
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Date of
Creation Name of Fund Purpose
CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
11/04/83 Town Highway Equipment
TOTAL HIGHWAY FUND
CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
12/9/83 Town Police Dept. Cruiser
TOTAL POLICE DEPT.
Balance






















7,000.00 .00 44.98 .00 44.98
$ 7,000.00
3,000.00






$ 3,000.00 $ 16.22 $ .00 $ 16.22
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POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
The first full year of operation using the Merrimack County Sheriffs Depart-
ment dispatch system was completed during 1983. All telephone calls to the
department are handled by this agency and radio dispatch service to officers on
duty are also provided. To date, the service provided has been excellent and we
are not aware of any complaints during this first year of operation. The cost of
this service is prorated among eleven other local police departments in Merri-
mack County and the Sheriffs agency. This cost per department is based upon
the number of calls handled the previous year and in the case of Warner, 2980
calls were received. In 1982 there were 1477 calls to dispatch for an increase
of 102%! It should be noted that all calls directed to the police department are
counted, information calls of all types and other non police emergency as well,
therefore, some of these calls might well be directed locally instead.
Theft of property, burglary, criminal mischief, domestic disturbances and
juvenile offenses were the bulk of complaints investigated during 1983. Your
attention is again directed to the safeguarding of valuables under all circum-
stances and in particular, locking vehicles and homes while away even for short
periods of time. Also, continuing to report suspicious situations as they occur,
noting descriptions and or motor vehicle registrations if possible. The abuse of
alcohol also continues to be a significant factor in crimes against property as well
as domestic complaints and juvenile cases. While most of the publicity and
public awareness is properly directed to the DWI problem, it should be recog-
nized that a large percentage of other offenses are likewise associated with this
problem at great cost to the tax payer.
We would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge, with thanks, the
continuing support and assistance by the Board of Selectmen, Chief Violette
and members of the Warner Fire Department as well as other police agencies
including Sheriffs Department and the N. H. State Police. A special thank you
for assistance to the department during the past year by the County Attorney,
Michael Johnson and Assistant County Attorney, Warner resident Jim Foley.
OTTO W. FREDERICKS
Chief
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WARNER POLICE DEPARTMENT
ACTIVITY -1983
ACTIVITY OR ITEM AMOUNT
Cruiser Mileage 62,965




Motor Vehicle Warnings/Summons 21
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WARNER FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
December 31, 1983
Events and Changes in 1983
During January, February and March eight (8) fire fighters completed a 100
hour Certified New Hampshire Fire Fighters Course. This course was instructed
by State Approved Instructors and consisted of a wide range of subjects in basic
fire fighting. Each student was required to pass a practical and written exam.
Members completing the course were: John Hill, Denis Hamilton, Richard
Brown, Stewart Fortune, Alfred Maheu, Daniel MacCreighton, Richard Kelsea
and Paul Violette.
In April we joined the Capital Area Mutual Aid which consists of 16 towns in
Central New Hampshire. On April 14th we removed our local "Red Phone"
answering system and changed to the Mutual Aid Central Dispatch System in
Concord. At the dispatch center personnel are on duty 24 hours a day to receive
all calls. Our fire fighters are now alerted by the dispatcher using a radio paging
system. Each department member carries a small radio receiver and instantly
receives each message no matter where he is. The new system has been a great
improvement with better response and quicker back up from other towns.
Along with the Wilkins-Cloues-Bigelow Post 39 American Legion we co-
sponsored a Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation Course (CPR) in April. Approxi-
mately 20 townspeople completed the 16 hours of instruction. We hope to have
at least one course in 1984.
In July we sponsored our first benefit auction to raise funds for additional
rescue and medical equipment. It was a great success. We wish to thank all
persons who donated items to be auctioned and a special thanks to auctioneer
Phil Fuller for donating his time and experience. We hope to have another one
in the summer of '84 so if anyone has new or used items they would like to
donate to a good cause, please contact any fireman. We will make arrangements
to pick up all items.
November brought more training for our emergency medical technicians
(EMT's). A 35 hour recertification course held in Hopkinton was completed by
seven EMT members. This course is required every two years to keep a State
license current.
Concerns for 1984
Our Engine 4 (1964 Ford) pumper, now twenty years old, is in need of some
repairs. Mechanically the truck is fine and it still meets or exceeds all pumping
tests, however, it needs body repair. Rust is beginning to take hold. We are
asking for funds in our budget to fix all rust and repaint the truck. With these
repairs it is expected to realize another five (5) years of service from this fine
unit.
Other needs are hose and air packs (breathing apparatus). Older equipment
needs to be updated or replaced. The fire fighters, as usual, are willing to work
hard to help defray some of the cost of these items.
A list of our 1983 alarms are listed below, but first I would like to thank all
Town Departments, Officials and Townspeople for their assistance in making our
jobs easier.
PAUL E. VIOLETTE, Chief
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1983 ALARM SUMMARY
Medical Emergencies — 61
Motor Vehicle Accidents — 21
Mutual Aid Calls* - 19
Chimney Fires — 14
False Alarms — 13












Webster (School - 5) 9
** Electrical —1 , Trash 1 *** Wires Down — 3,
Tree on Wires — 1
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Once again, our cooperative town and state forest fire prevention and control
program leads the nation in least acres burned per forest fire. Less than one-half
acre per fire statewide average.
At the town level, your Forest Fire Warden is responsible for the prevention
and control of all grass and woods fires when the ground is not snow covered.
Forest fire prevention is achieved at the town level by issuing a written permit
for every fire that is to be kindled on the ground out of doors when the ground
is not covered with snow. Each person wishing to have an outside fire must
obtain this written permit from the town Fire Warden before kindling the fire.
Any person that does not obtain a fire permit, when one is required, is violating
our forest fire permit law and is subject to a court appearance and could be fined
up to $ 1 ,000 and receive a jail sentence of up to one year.
No fire permit will be issued between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. unless it is
raining. The reason for this is twofold: the fire danger increases steadily between
9:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m., then subsides to a safe level between 2:00 pjn. and
5:00 p.m. This happens because the sun dries out the fine fuels that are easily
ignited and dries the air which permits rapid fire spread. Also during this part
of the day fire fighters are not readily available in most communities so an
escaped fire could burn longer and cause greater damage before being sup-
pressed.
Your cooperation in burning only when conditions are safe is greatly appre-
ciated.
As Smokey says, "Remember, Only You Can Prevent Forest Fires!"
1983 STATISTICS
State District City/Town
No. of Fires 779 26 6
No. of Acres 348 5.75 .25
PAUL E. VIOLETTE, Warden CLARK M. DAVIS, Forest Ranger
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BRADFORD RESCUE SQUAD
The Bradford Rescue Squad has been in existence for 13 years. As in the past,
the members are dedicated volunteers brought together by their common desire
to provide necessary emergency care to the community. The squad is a non-paid,
non-profit organization presently consisting of 16 EMT's, 3 RN's 3 Advanced
First Aides, and 3 drivers.
In 1983, the Bradford Rescue Squad responded to a total of 134 Emergencies,
11 of them in Warner. The following is a break down of the squad's service to
the Town of Warner over the past 5 years.






Bradford Rescue Squad's ambulance is now eleven years old. Over the past
four years, it has cost the squad $9,248.23 in repairs alone. In addition to the
financial burden, there is also the problem of taking the ambulance out of ser-
vice for major repairs. In 1983, Bradford's ambulance was out of service at least
six times.
For the above mentioned reasons, Bradford Rescue Squad needs a new ambu-
lance. Through fund raising and donations, the squad is in a position to put a
substantial amount of money towards the new ambulance. Unfortunately, the
squad cannot hope to finance the total cost of a new ambulance. Therefore , the






Bradford-49% Newbury-21% Sutton-18% Warner-12%
$24,010 $10,290 $8,820 $5,880
Bradford Rescue Squad will pay the $9,000 for equipment, the $800 bond
plus $5,200 towards the ambulance which reduces the cost to the towns to
$34,000.
Based on $34,000:
Bradford-49% Newbury-21% Sutton-18% Warner-12%
$16,660 $7,140 $6,210 $4,080
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OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Balance on Hand — January 1, 1983
Funds Deposited Bank of New Hampshire
Disbursements 1983
Balance on Hand December 31 , 1983
Disbursements:
Cricenti's Market
Eileen Levis M. D.
Lillian Morrow













Overseer of Public Welfare
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"HEALTH BEGINS AT HOME"
KEARSARGE VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL REPORT OF SERVICES
During 1983, the Kearsarge Visiting Nurse Association has continued its
growth in services to the town of Andover, Bradford, Danbury, New London,
Newbury, Springfield, Sunapee, Sutton, Warner and Wilmot. We are proud of the
professionalism of our staff which now totals 17 and our two new services of
Speech Therapy and Social Services. The enrollment in our Child Health Clinic
totals 170 children from birth to 6 years of age. The opening of an office in
Bradford has been a success and very much appreciated by the communities in
our southern catchment area. We have expanded our services without asking for
an increase in town appropriations for the fifth year in a row.










50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
If you know of someone who needs help, please call us in New London at 526-
4077 or Bradford at 938-2002 for a free evaluation visit. We are a Medicare Cer-
tified Agency and will be happy to help you answer any questions you may have
regarding home health care.
Robin Gallup , RN Tanya Wilkie , RN
Co-Director Co-Director
Representatives from your town on our Board of Directors are:
Mr. Victor Kumin Mrs. Lynne Smith
Mrs. Pat Sandy
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REPORT OF ANIMAL OFFICER
Cases of dogs biting 5
Calls received:
Animal lost or found 54
Dogs running at large 1
7
Horses running loose 1
Pigs running loose
Cattle running loose 4
Poultry killed by predators
Turkeys killed by coyote 8
Coon causing damage (trapped & destroyed) 4
Dogs killed on roads 8
Dogs destroyed (stray and unlicensed) 14
Cats destroyed (stray or sick) 16
Dogs destroyed (because of mange) 1
Coyote trapped and destroyed 4
Coyote trapped and destroyed (mangy) 1
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PLANNING BOARD REPORT
1983
During 1983 the Board held 12 regular meetings and 13 hearings. Lot line
adjustments were approved for the Titus and Hemphill properties. Five sub-
divisions were approved on the Cook, Fuller, Hicks, Stockman, and Titus pro-
perties, creating a total of nine new lots in the Town. The Board also conducted
a Site Plan Review for conversion of the MacCreighton building to seven apart-
ment units by a new owner, Mr. Bruce Martin of North Weare. The conversion
was approved.
We puzzled long and hard over bringing the Town's zoning ordinance into
line with state laws with regard to mobile homes. Voters at last year's Town
Meeting approved the amendments proposed by the Board. Those amendments
now permit manufactured housing, including mobile homes, in residential areas
zoned for single family dwellings, but subject to the same regulations for dwell-
ings constructed on site. Voters also approved an amendment to permit adult
sheltered care facilities in all but the OR-1 zone, provided that approval is first
obtained from the Zoning Board.
We want to thank George Guimond and Dennis O'Connell for their many
years of service on the Board. New regular members are Barbara McCausland and
Peter Wolfe, with Linda Connors, Larry Pletcher and Rhonda Rood as alternates,
and Susan Hannon as secretary of the Board.
Respectfully submitted,
JANE B. HOLLIDAY
for the Planning Board
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CENTRAL NEW HAMPSHIRE REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
The Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission has been in
existence since 1
9"7
and during this period has continued its involvement in
studies of both a regional as well as a local nature. The Commission acts as an
advisory body to its member municipalities and as such is often invited to
participate in local planning projects.
In addition to the traditional planning, zoning and ordinance assistance
offered, we are continually working to develop new ways to help our member
communities, and to expand our services into those areas that have the greatest
need. As in the past, we urge full participation by our member communities
in the affairs of the Commission, and encourage questions and comments to be
directed to the Commission office in Concord.
The Commission hopes to be able to continue to serve the needs of its mem-
ber municipalities in the future, and fully appreciate the past support of its
activities by the Town of Warner.
Respectfully submitted.
CHARLES F.THOITS. Ill
Representative to the Commission
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710 Phonograph records circulated
399 books purchased
6 new magazines added
18 filmstrips purchased
26 phonographs records
During the year, Mr. Charles Brown exhibited several of his paintings and Mr.
Winfred Grandy displayed his collection of memorabilia of Abraham Lincoln.
The 4-H girls displayed their activity poster and put together a huge quilt
which was on display for some time.
New books were always on display before being put into general circulation.
Mrs. George still conducts the Story Hours each week and has her film strips
once a month.
Respectfully,
The Board of Trustees,
RICHARD U. COGSWELL, Chairman
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REPORT OF TREASURER
PILLSBURY FREE LIBRARY
For the Year Ended December 31, 1983
Restricted General Total
Cash Balance, January 1, 1983 $1,327.60 $ 1,327.60
Receipts:
Town- 1/15 of 1% $17,435.00 17,435.00
Trust Funds:
Ida Redington 344.00 344.00
John Foster 423.14 423.14
Alice Andrews 135.72 135.72
Perry Cheney 135.72 135.72
Lawrence Mitchell 31.94 31.94
Walter Miner 71.86 71.86
Runels 2,025.78 2,025.78
John Foster 553.81 553.81
Gifts 151.70 151.70
Interest from MMCD #=71-0015621
CHILDREN'S 300.00 300.00





Total Receipts $3,368.62 $20,439.95 $23,808.57
Total Available




Librarian, Emily M. George 4,500.00 4,500.00
Assistant Librarian
Amy Carroll 318.25 318.25
Julia A. Sweeney 1,372.00 1,372.00
Janice Baker 552.74 552.74
Stacy Hall 25.13 25.13
Patricia Leary 979.89 979.89








Books 2,737.36 2,600.00 5,337.36
Records 59.29 74.20 133.49
Audio-Visual 149.37 149.37
Insurance 660.00 660.00
Repairs & Improv. 732.71 732.71
Misc. 279.53 279.53
Total Disbursements 2,946.02 17,780.06 20,726.08
Cash Balance, Dec. 31, 1983 1,750.20 2,659.89 4,410.09
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TRUST FUNDS - INTEREST ONLY USED
HERBERT N. LEWIS BUILDING FUND
(Interest only to be used for upkeep)
Principal Income Total
CD #=71-001593
Cash Balance, Jan. 1, 1983 2,000.00 482.83 2,482.83
Interest to Dec. 31, 1983 434.31 434.31
Cash Balance Dec. 31,1983 $2,000.00 $917.14 $2,917.14
CD #=71-001594 — Interest all may be used for building upkeep
Cash balance -Jan. 1,1983 2,163.02 522.18 2,685.20
Interest to Dec. 3 1 , 1 983 469.73 469.73
Cash Balance Dec. 31, 1983 $2,163.02 $991.91 $3,154.93
MARY MARTIN CHILDREN'S TRUST FUND
CD #=71-001563 -Jan. 1,1983 5,000.00 1,228.62 6,228.62
Interest to Dec. 31, 1983 1,089.57 1,089.57
Interest withdrawn - Dec. 31 , 1983 -300.00 -300.00
Cash Balance Dec. 31, 1983 $5,000.00 $2,018.19 $7,018.19
MARY MARTIN'S BUILDING FUND #=1
(Income over 15,000.00 may be used to building/upkeep)
CD #=71-001556 -Jan. 1, 1983 15,795.28 2,766.70 18,561.98
Interest to Dec. 3 1 , 1 983 _____ 3,247.04 3,247.04
Cash Balance Dec. 31 , 1983 $15,795.28 $6,013.74 21,809.02
MARY MARTIN'S BUILDING FUND #=2
(All must be used for building)
CD #71-001555 - Jan. 1 , 1983 54,040.10 13,307.71 67,347.81
Interest to Dec. 31, 1983 11,781.10 11,781.10
Cash Balance Dec. 31, 1983 $54,040.10 $25,088.81 $79,128.91
SAVINGS ACCOUNT #51201 - General Use
January 1,1983 1,500.00 56.94 1,556.94
Transferred to General Acct. — Jan. 1983 -1,556.94
Cash Balance Dec. 31, 1983 $ 00.00
JEAN E. MacALLISTER
Treasurer
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WARRANT FOR WARNER VILLAGE FIRE DISTRICT
ANNUAL MEETING
1984
The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Warner Village Fire District in the Town of Warner,
in the County of Merrimack, in said State, qualified to vote in Precinct Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Warner on Tuesday,




To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Commissioner for three years.
3. To choose a Clerk-Treasurer, two Auditors and other agents or Officers
for the ensuing year.
4. To hear the reports of the District Officers and Committees for the
preceding year and pass any vote in relation thereto.
5 To see if the Warner Village Fire District will vote to close the account
of the Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund and transfer said total
monies ($104.18) One Hundred Four Dollars and Eighteen cents to
the Capital Reserve Fund for Improvements to the Water Supply
and/or System.
6. To see if the Warner Village Fire District will Authorize the Commis-
sioners and District Treasurer to expend the sum of ($28,000.00)
Twenty Eight Thousand Dollars for a Water Study and Ground-
Water Exploration as directed by the New Hampshire Water Supply
and Pollution Control Commission; to be raised by ($10,000.00) Ten
Thousand Dollars from the Capital Reserve Fund for improvements to
the Water Supply and/or System and the balance of ($18,000.00)
Eighteen Thousand Dollars to be raised by Taxation in the year 1984.
7. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appro-
priate for care and improvement of the Water and Sewer Systems and
for Fire Protection.
8. To see if the Warner Village Fire District will vote to authorize the
Commissioners to accept gifts and grants on behalf of the Warner
Village Fire District.
9. To see if the Warner Village Fire District will authorize the Commis-
sioners and District Treasurer to borrow money in anticipation of
Taxes, Water and Sewer Rents on the Note, or Notes of the Warner
Village Fire District.
10. To see if the Warner Village Fire District will vote to accept a Statute
of the State of New Hampshire, RSA #=149, and it's Amendments,
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in its entirety as it applys to the District, as pertaining to the Sewage
and Waste Treatment Facilities.
1 1 . To transact any other business that may legally come before this
meeting.
Given under our hand and seal, the 4th day of February, in the year of our
Lord Nineteen Hundred and Eighty-four.
WESLEY I. MANNING
RICHARD D. BROWN Commissioners
FRED 0. WHITMAN of the
Warner Village
Fire District
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House Entrance — Repairs





$ 1,800.00 $ 1,800.00 $ 1,800.00
7,700.00 6,113.83 7,000.00
2,000.00 2,285.09 2,000.00
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New Equipment 300.00 173.70 100.00
Electricity-Chlorinator Bldg. 750.00 586.88 750.00
Electricity-Artesian Pump 500.00 354.34 400.00
Chlorinator 0.00 0.00 500.00
Repairs/Outside Contractor 0.00 0.00 500 .€0
CAPITAL RESERVE FUND-
Water Supply 10,000.00 10,000.00 104.00
GROUND WATER STUDY 0.00 0.00 28,000.00
TOTAL OPERATION
WATER SYSTEM $22,850.00 $19,652.22 $42,274.00
OPERATION OF SEWER SYSTEM
Labor (by Precinct) $25,500.00 $26,534.39 $29,000.00
Lab Expenses 700.00 688.05 700.00
SEWER SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
Supplies 600.00 368.13 600.00
Services—Outside Contractor 1,100.00 1,613.65 3,200.00
Lubricants 50.00 64.50 50.00
Miscellaneous 200.00 0.00 0.00
Sewer Materials (Precinct) 500.00 656.53 500.00
Repair/Replace Equipment 1,500.00 5,209.07 3,500.00
Uniforms 550.00 755.90 760.00
Chlorine 750.00 783.05 0.00
Electricity—Power 11,000.00 9,861.86 11,000.00
Electricity—Heat 500.00 841.12 2,000.00
New Construction 3,000.00 1,162.52 0.00
Truck Maintenance 500.00 82.88 0.00
Truck Gasoline 1,200.00 595.29 0.00
Tools 0.00 0.00 200.00
TOTALS OPERATION
SEWER SYSTEM $47,650.00 $49,216.94 $51,510.00
GRAND TOTAL OF ALL
DEPARTMENTS $84,390.00 $81,321.12 $110,094.00
INDEBTEDNESS
Treatment Plant Bond & Interest $ 36,900.00 $ 36,900.00 $ 36,050.00
TOTAL INDEBTEDNESS $ 36,900.00 $ 36,900.00 $ 36,050.00
GRAND TOTAL
ALL EXPENDITURES $150,080.00 $146,645.35 $181,115.00
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SOURCES OF REVENUE AND CREDITS
Estimated Actual Estimated
1983 1983 1984
CASH ON HAND (Actual) $ 29,502.78 $ 29,502.78 $ 13,480.89
Water Rents 15,000.00 14,594.13 15,000.00
Sewer Rents 38,500.00 38,063.13 38,500.00
State of N.H. -Business Profit 800.00 1,033.21 800.00
SNH—Grants for Sewer 20,224.00 20,224.00 19,775.00
Town of Warner — Fire Department 25,911.00 25,911.00 31,473.90
Refund — Insurance 0.00 491.00 0.00
Reimbursements: Labor & Material 0.00 600.00 0.00
Water Services 200.00 375.00 200.00
Sale of Water Meters 100.00 0.00 100.00
New Sewer Entrances 0.00 0.00 250.00
Interest Income 0.00 4,082.77 0.00
1982 Water Service Charge 0.00 35.00 0.00
New Water Entrances 0.00 0.00 200.00
1982 Water Rents 0.00 1,038.16 0.00
1982 Sewer Rents 0.00 4,136.74 0.00
1983 Water Rents 0.00 0.00 500.00
1983 Sewer Rents 0.00 0.00 2,500.00
Town of Warner — Precinct Tax 19,842.22 20,040.31 48,335.21
Capital Reserve Fund 0.00 0.00 10,000.00
TOTAL REVENUES $150,080.00 $160,127.23 $181,115.00
NOTE:
Warner Precinct Tax Base Estimated $6,600,000.00
For each $10,000.00 to be raised by Taxation, the rate would be $1.50 per
$1,000.00 of assessed valuation.
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REPORT OF THE
COMMISSIONERS OF THE WARNER VILLAGE PRECINCT
ADMINISTRATION:
The Commissioners were able to pass along the reduced tax rate as promised
in March 1983, inasmuch as we did receive the EPA funds we had been striving
for.
The 3/4-ton dump pick-up truck appears to be saving the District an appre-
ciable amount of money as forecasted, when compared to the operating expenses
of the Ford dump truck that came with the Plant.
The Commissioners have initiated a Paper Survey of all the Precinct perimeter
properties. This survey will clearly establish the Precinct bounds for the purpose
of supplying services as well as for taxation purposes.
We find we must no longer delay adding a part-time position on the Precinct
staff. At time of vacations, week-ends and during sick days, we operate in a
vunerable and precarious position of having only one person available to cope
with the Water and Sewer department needs. We now must make time available
for our regular staff of two to up-date as well as furthering their education as
mandated by the State of New Hampshire to qualify them for re-accreditation of
their licenses.
WATER DEPARTMENT:
We experienced quite a scare during September and October due to the lack
of rain-fall. We ran the artesian well 24 hours a day, seven days a week, for seven
weeks; until we did receive an amount of rain. Through the cooperation of many
offices such as, the Warner Selectmen, Warner Civil Defense Director, N. H.
National Guard, N. H. Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission and the
Warner Fire Department, the Commissioners were ready to initiate an emergency
program to ensure a water supply. In order to more fully understand the options
and their related costs, the Commissioners have obtained estimates on the
replacement cost of the artesian pump, possible expansion of the reservoir as
well as the State requested, "study of alternate water sources such as bed-rock or
gravel-packed ground wells." We have managed to obtain these quotes without
an expenditure of funds to date.
We did replace a fire-hydrant which had been in service for 80 years on Kear-
sarge Street. It is our intention to seek funds in the next two years to replace
two additional hydrants (one per year) which are less than satisfactory.
SEWER DEPARTMENT:
We experienced a direct hit by lightning which caused damage to the elec-
tronic control systems and electric power transfer panels in the main office
building. Repairs were effected as best as possible due to the lack of some "as-
built" drawings and schematics, which leads us to the next item.
We have had a successful audit by Cotton & Company of Alexandria, Virginia,
who are the people actually conducting the EPA audit on the total Sewer and
Sewage Plant Constuction bonds. Our engineering firm, Anderson-Nichols, Inc.,
of Concord, NH, is experiencing some difficulty in certain areas such as plant
design, substantiation of Engineering fees and making available "as-built"
schematics and drawings.
Our own employees have successfully re-designed and re-fitted an area of the
plant which has not functioned properly since the plant was built. The weir-
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board and associated electronics in the effluent chlorine contact tank finally
seem to be functioning as originally intended and as the N. H. Water Supply and
Pollution Control Commission demands. Al and Tom have also replaced the
sampling pumps and have re-built the sludge pumps (no small task). We should
now make provision for re-building the pumps in the pump station in the same
fashion. A careful and conscientious maintenance program will save the District
a great deal of money in the long run.
We also must have our Scott Air-Paks (2) re-fitted to the new standards for
demand breathing as did the Fire Department.
The Commissioners were able to only partially replace the old sewer line on
Depot Street extension. We will need additional funds to complete this greatly
needed project.
The Sewage Plant was burglarized again this year. (Will it never end?). Some-
one saw fit to cut down and steal the American flag.
ORDINANCE ADVISEMENT
We have discovered many dangerous electrical installations where the electri-
cal ground connection is made directly to the water line. We would advise you to
immediately contact an authorized electrician to have a proper ground rod
installed and disconnect this dangerous as well as illegal connection. Hazards
associated with this condition range from starting a fire to electrocution.
There are no legal situations where you may have a sump-pump or floor drain
either connected to or discharging into the sewage system by either the Precinct
or the State of New Hampshire Ordinances. Discovery of same by our personnel
will cause notice to be given to immediately correct same or we will order the
same corrected at your expense. Again, this is for your own safety as well as the
Precinct employees. If your neighbor has a floor drain in his garage and allows a
small amount of gasoline to enter our system, the resulting fumes could cause
an explosion at any point within the system; perhaps at your house.
WESLEY I. MANNING 1 984
RICHARD D. BROWN 1985
FRED 0. WHITMAN 1986
Commissioners
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Herbert N. Lewis Memorial Fund 969.52
Land Acquisiton Fund 104.66
From Others
Uncollected Water Rents 610.52
Uncollected Sewer Rents 2,605.84
Total Assets $ 27,771.43
Excess of Liabilities over Assets 353,228.57 $381,000.00
LIABILITIES
Farmers Home Administration $381 ,000.00




1982 Service Charges $ 35.00
1982 Water Rents 1,038.16
1982 Sewer Rents 4,136.74
1983 Water Rents 14,594.13
1983 Sewer Rents 38,063.13
SNH Business Profits Tax 1,033.21
SNH Grants for Sewer 20,224.00
Town of Warner — Fire Department 25,911.00
Refunds — Insurance 491.00
Water Services (includes late payment fees) 375.00
Sale of Supplies 600.00
Interest Income 4,082.77
Town of Warner — Precinct Tax 20,040.31
Total Receipts from all sources $130,624.45
Cash on Hand at Beginning of Year 29,502.78







New Equipment & Replacement 2,249.35
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Supplies 58.48
Maintenance of Trucks 1,292.35
Care of Fire Stations 2,809.24
Radio Repairs & Equipment 1 ,044.43




Snow Removal & Plowing 355.53
Fire Dispatching Service 1,428.00





Blue Cross/Blue Shield 3,331.70
Insurance 3,259.00
Membership & Education 153.50
Legal Fees 24.00
TOTAL PRECINCT ADMINISTRATION $ 12,451.96
OPERATION OF WATER SYSTEM








Electricity - Chlorinator Bldg. 586.88
—Pump 354.34
TOTAL OPERATION OF WATER SYSTEM $ 19,652.22
OPERATION OF SEWER SYSTEM
Labor $26,534.39
Office & Lab Expenses 688.05
Maintenance:
Supplies 368.13




Repairs/Repacement Plant Equipment 5,209.07
Uniforms 755.90
Electricity — Power 9,861.86
-Heat 841.12
New Construction 1,162.52
Truck - Maintenance 82.88
Gasoline 595.29
TOTAL OPERATION OF SEWER SYSTEM $ 49,216.94
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GRAND TOTAL OF ALL DEPARTMENTS SI 09 .746 .34
INDEBTEDNESS
Treatment Plant Bond & Interest $36,900.00
GRAND TOTAL OF INDEBTEDNESS S 36,900.00
GRAND TOTAL OF ALL EXPENDITURES $146,646.34
Unpaid accounts -January 1, 1983 $ 5,312.16
Unpaid accounts collected $ 5,204.90
A total of $102.26 was uncollected and was abated by the Commissioners as
uncollectible.
I hereby certify that the above figures were taken from official records and
are correct and true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
ROBERT B. CUTTING
Treasurer
We, the undersigned, have examined the records of the Treasurer of the
Warner Village Fire District for the year ending December 31, 1983 and found
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TOWN MEETINGS
1958 25 YEARS
March 1 1th at the Town Hall ... 199 votes were cast
1
.
To chose town officers
2. To raise such sum of money as necessary to defray town charges
Total budget $64,259.19
Est. revenue .21,429.45
42,829.74 to be raised by taxation . .passed 51 to3#
3. Appropriate $1 10.00 Dartmouth-Lake Sunapee Region Assoc. . passed over
4. Appropriate $608.00 to Concord Hospital . . . passed 41 to 17
5. Appropriate $400.00 for Pine Blister Rust Control . . . passed 26 to 11
6. Authority to borrow money . . passed
7. To sell property taken for taxes . . . passed
8. To hear reports . . as reports heretofore read . . passed
9. To transact any other business . . . polls closed at 5:45
September 9th . . Direct Primary
629 names on check list . . .317 votes cast
November 4th . . Biennial Election
1
.
Are you in favor of removing the obsolete provisions in Article 28 of Part II
of our Constitution disqualifying eligible women from voting for State
Offices?
Yes 242 No 57
2. Are you in favor of changing the name of the elected legal representative of
the County from County Solicitor to County Attorney?
Yes 228 No 58
3. Are you in favor of removing certain obsolete words and phrases from Part II
of the Constitution as follows:
1
.
changing parishes and plantation to wards
2. changing superior to supreme in describing our highest appellate State
Court
3. In Article 95 of Part II changing the word Continent to United States:
striking out " or officers of the custom including naval officers" and the
word "excise" and change the word "Continental" to federal.
Yes 244 No 42
A. Shall state stores be operated in this town by the permission of the State
Liquor Commission .... yes 211 no 1 85
B. Shall malt beverages (beer) be sold in this town? yes 310 no 144
1933 50 YEARS
March 14th
1 To choose all necessary Town Officers
2. To raise such sum of money to defray town charges. .
Budget of $23,269.73 unaminously voted.
a. That the Selectmen shall not exceed nor overdraw in any way the appro-
priations voted them at the Town Meeting of 1933 . . this is to be voted
on by Australian Ballot system and it was so voted.
3. To see what action the town will take in accepting State Aid Construction
and Maintenance ,also appropriate money for same.
Voted to pass over .... yes 66 no 29
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4. To see what money the town will appropriate for trunk line maintenance . .
.
passed over
5. To see if town will appropriate S400.00 for White Pine Blister Rust . . passed
over
6. Authorize Selectmen to administer or dispose of any real estate acquired by
town through Tax Collectors Deeds, yes 37 no 12
7. To see if Town will vote to elect an Overseer of the Poor and appropriate
money for payment of said office ... so voted
8. To see what money for observance of Memorial Day . . . $75.00 so voted
9. To see if Town will vote to rescind a motion made some former year that
highway agents be appointed by Selectmen and proceed to ballot for the
lection of highway agents. So voted . . 3 separate ballots had to be cast
before a majority vote was made
10. To see if Town will vote to authorize the use of Pillsbury Free Library
building by the Warner Historical Society under the provisions of the
Library Trustees ... so voted
1 1
.
To see if Town will oil road in fron of Davisville store and appropriate
money for same so voted
12. To hear reports of Officers of the Town . . so voted as printed in town
report.
13. To see if Town will vote SI 00.00 for moth control . . passed over
14. To borrow money in anticipation of taxes . . passed
15. To see if Town will raise S2000.00 for construction of State Aid Road
Construction between Warner and Henniker subject to appropriation of
S6000.00 by State Legislature . . . lost 136 to 77
16. Any other business ....
a. motion presented: there is apparent need for drastic economy in public
appropriation and expenditures,etc. Be it hereby resolved that a budget
committee is elected ... so vote
b. 3% discount on tax bills paid by June 1,2% by August 1 and 1% by
October 1 so voted
c. elect a janitor for the Town Hall . . so voted
d. Voted SI 00.00 of money already appropriated for Town highways or
such part of that sum as maybe necessary be expended on the Kearsarge
Mountain Road between the Toll Gate and the so called halfway house
under the direction of the Warner Woman's Club.
e. road agent to publish an itemized account of money . . to appear in next
town report . . . lost
f. voted that present Chandler Reservation Committee be continued for
another year
g. voted that the Town authorize the Selectmen and Budget Committee to
borrow $2000.00 to be spent on Class V roads by the road agent for
unemployed in case of emergency only . . . yes 62 no 10
June 20th . . . Special Election-relative to the constitution of the United States
Sec. 1 The 18th article of the amendment to constitution is hereby repealed.
Sec. 2 Transportation or importation into any state, territory or possession of
the United States for delivery or use therein of intoxicating liquors, in
violations of the laws is hereby prohibited.
Sec. 3 This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have been ratified as an
amendment to the constitution by convention or conventions in several
states as provided in the constitution with 7 years from the date of the
submission hereof to the States by the Congress.
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Results . . for ratification and against ratification shows individual names and
number of votes for each.
1908 75 YEARS
March 1 Oth at the Town House
1. To choose necessary town officers
2. To raise such sums of money to defray town charges . .
Budget $3500.00 highways,brdiges and sidwalks
1200.00 county tax
800.00 salaries for town officers




2827.50 school amount required by law
75.00 Memorial Day
12497.50
Discussion followed and motion made to withdraw $1000.00 for debt . .
later thi motion was withdrawn . . . final budget was for the same total but
highways now $3200.00 and debt increased to $1300.00
Resolution offered . . . town build state road for 1907 and 1908 of crushed
stone and be purchased on open market at best price .... carried
3. To see if Town will vote to elect road agents . . Resolved . . Selectmen in-
structed to appoint not less than 10 nor more than 20 highway surveyors.
Resolved or substitute . . to elect by ballot a road agent . . discussion . .
ruled by moderator that the town was not under the road agent system . .
they could not under this article elect road agents . . . original resolution
then passed.
4. To place electric lights on Maple and Myrtle Streets in Warner Village . . so
voted
5. To see what sum of money will be raised for Memorial Day . . voted to pass
over as already disposed of in previous resolution.
6. To see if Town will vote to accept trust funds for the care of cemeteries,
so voted
7. To see what action the town will take in reference to re-appraise a lot of the
real estate of the town . . . motion . . Selectmen be instructed to re-adjust
any values that are not equitable value compared to others etc. and pass
over this article . . . passed.
Moved that the Selectmen be instructed to keep town hall locked and not to
let any more basketball games . . . lost
Suggestion . . have better janitor and let the hall for basketball games on
consideration that the players reimburse town for use and any damage.
Moved . . that the Selectmen be instructed to sheath this hall with steel and
special tax be levied upon the tax payers to pay for same . . . lost
Motion . . Committee of 3 be appointed by the Selectmen to receive plans
and specifications for the erection of a new town hall and reports as to
ways and means at next town meeting . . . passed
Nov. 3 Biennial Election
To bring in votes for President,Vice President,etc.
1. Shall licenses for the sale of liquor be granted under the provisions of "an
act passed by the January session of the General Court 1903?"
Yes 68 No 214
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1883 100 YEARS
March 13th . . at the Town House
1
.
To chose moderator to preside in said meeting . . . 240 votes cast
2. To chose 3 Selectmen and Treasurer and Town Clerk
Motion to elect 3Selectmen and Town Clerk on one ballot . . carried
3. To chose Collector of taxes,School Committee and all other necessary town
officers . . . voted to elect a Superintending School Committee
4. To raise money as necessary for support of school and other town charges
a. voted to raise money required by law for school
b. $3500.00 to defray town expenses and to liquidate the town debt
Motion . . Selectmen expend money not exceeding $50.00 in repairing and
building wall around the old Cemetary,so called,East of the Centre Village
and erecting suitable gates and instructed to cause the land owned by the
town adjoining the old Cemetary to be surveyed and estimate value of
timber growing thereon and report at next annual meeting . . passed
Motion . . $1000.00 for repair of highways and bridges . . labor at $.12&
per hour . . passed
5. To hear report of Town Officers . . voted to accept reports
6. To see if Town will fund its debt . . voted $475.00 to be taken from town
treasury
7. To see what action town will take on petition of purchasing a hearse . .
$500.00 voted
8. To see what action the town will take in regards to the petition ... to pro-
hibit catching of trout . . catching of trout in the streams of this town is
prohibited for 3 years starting May 1, 1883 . . . adopted
Motion: Four Hundred Seventy Five Dollars be taken from town treasury
for payment of note held by Kearsarge ? Banke against the town
Selectmen appointed ... Treasurer(l),Fish Warden(2),Survey of Wood and
Lumber(4),Collector of Taxes(l),Highway Surveyors(38)Policemen(l)
November 7th . . Special Town Meeting
1. To chose moderator to preside
2. To see what action in relation to the management of the hearse . . Select-
men to appoint some suitable person to take charge,furnish team and drive
it on all funeral occassions . . Selectmen to fix pay for services . . any use
beyond town limits shall be paid by person employing the same . . adopted
Voted . . old hearse,traverse sleds and harness to be sold at Public auction
immediately after adjournment
1858 125 YEARS
March 9th ... to meet at Town Hall
1
.
To chose moderator to preside in said meeting
2. To chose Town Clerk for ensuing year.
3. To vote for Governor,Railroad Commissioners,Counsellor,Senator,County
Treasurer,Registery of Deeds and County Commissioner
4. To chose 2 persons to represent this town in the General Court to be holden
at Concord on first Wednesday of June next.
5. To chose 3 persons as Selectmen for ensuing year.
6. To chose all other necessary Town Officers . . . Highway Surveyors(37),
Pound Keepers(l) Sealer of Weights and Measurers(l),Corders of Wood(13),
Surveyors of Lumber( 10),Fence Viewers(3) . .voted the appointments of
all other necessary Town Officers to be left with the Selectmen.
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7. To hear and act upon report of the Committee to settle with the Selectmen,
voted to pass over
8. To hear and act upon report of the Superintending School Committee . .
voted to hear and report was read and accepted.
9. To see what sum ofmoney will be raised to defray town charges . . $ 1 500.00
so voted
10. To see what sum of money will be raised for support of schools . . amount
as required by law
Voted in addition to amount raised by previous vote .that the Selectmen
take from the Literary Fund $5.00 for each District and $.40 for each
schollar of the District to be added to amount raised by law
11. To see what sum of money will be raised to repair highways . . $1500.00
Voted: Committee of 2 settle with Selectmen at expiration of the official
year.
Voted: Selectmen be instructed to hire a man 11 months this year instead
of one year commencing 1st of April to carry on town farm.
Voted: Individual to be in charge of Town Hall for ensuing year and that
the individual be instructed that the hall shall not be let short of Five
Dollars per evening and shall be free for the use of town people
Voted: 600 printed reports for distribution next year with the tax list
annexed
1833 150 YEARS
March 12th . . to meet at the Town Meeting House . . 517 voters on list
1
.
To chose moderator to preside at said meeting
2. To chose Town Clerk for year ensuing.
3. To vote for Governor,Counsellors,Senator,County Treasurer and Register
of Deeds for ensuing year.
4. To ballot for 5 persons to represent this state in the Congress of the United
States
5. To chose 2 persons of those duly qualified to represent this town in the
General Court
6. To chose 3 persons to serve as Selectmen for year ensuing.
Voted to adjourn until tomorrow
Wed. March 13th
7. To chose constables(first and second)
8-17. To chose 2 tythingmen,Surveyors of highway s(27),Sealer of Weights and
Measurers(l),pound keeper(l),Sealer of leather(l),Surveyors of Lumber(4),
Cullers of Staves(3),Fence viewers(2),Hog Rieves(9),Wood Corders(4)
18. To chose a Collector . . voted to pass over until Collector of Taxes are bid
off
19. To take the sense of the qualified voters on the subject of a revision of the
Constitution ... 1 for 256 against
20. To see what money the Town will raise to defray town charges for the
ensuing year, voted to pass over until poor are disposed of
Voted to take up Article 26 . . . petition to purchase a farm for the poor
. . . voted to poll the house . . 104 in favor and 62 against . . voted com-
mittee of 3 to purchase a farm,farming utensils,household furniture,stock
for the farm,furnish an overseer and have said farm in order for the poor as
soon as convenient.
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Voted that the Selectmen dispose of the poor until the Committee furnish
them With a farm and house.
21
.
Voted to raise $2000.00 to defray town charges for ensuing year.
Voted to raise $300.00 in addition to the $2000.00
Voted to raise $2000.00 to repair highways to be laid out at ten cents per
hour the year round.
Voted to sell Collection of taxes to lowest bidder being the lowest bidder
for one cent on a dollar
22. To see what money for school . . . amount required by law so voted
Voted not to raise any in addition to above sum.
24. Voted each shool district choose their Prudential School Committees
25. pass over . . a petition that is not described
Voted not to disannex the 2 Westerly ranges from Warner and annex them
to Bradford ... 188 No and 35 Yes
Voted not to chose assessors . . voted that the Selectmen go in a body to
appraise property and make their inventorys
Voted to dispense with Superintending School Committees visiting schools
present year
Voted 2 individuals to be a committee to settle with Selectmen for present
year
Voted that Benjamin Badger have his school money from Joseph Fosters
district and annext it to James Sargents district
1808 175 YEARS
March 8th at the Westerly Meeting House
1. To chose a moderator to govern the meeting
2. To chose a Town Clerk for the ensuing year
3. To vote for a Governor and Councilor and Senator for the Eighth District a
County Treasurer and Register of Deeds
4. To chose one man to represent this Town in the General Court for the
ensuing year
5. To chose 3 or more Selectmen for the ensuing year
6. To chose constabels(2),tythingmen(2),surveyors of highways(19),hoggreves
(10)fence viewers(2),surveyors of lumber(4) and all other costomary town
oficers for the ensuing year
7. To see what sum or sums of money the town will raise to defray town
charges.
Voted: to allow Aquail Davis $24.67 for board of Majr Ballrd for the year
past
Voted: that the boarding of Majr. Ballard for the present year should be
sold by the week at the lowest bider ... 3 months bid off by Nathaniel
Flood at ninety eight cents a week . . 3 months to Abner Flanders,Daniel
Bean and Abner Flanders at one dollar a week.
Voted: $150 to defray town charges
8. Voted $500.00 to support school the present year
Voted $800.00 to repare highways
9. Voted $200.00 towards finishing the meeting house . . . voted to postpone
bilding a pound
Lastly to chose any Committee or Committees or to do any other business
thought proper to do.
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Voted: to chose a Committee to lay out the money voted to be raised and
all other money that shall be subscribed towards the finishing the meeting
house
Three chosen to settle with the Selectmen for the present year
Voted to chose a Committee to enspect and examion the school masters
that maybe hired to teach schools in this town the ensuing year whether
they are qualified as the law directs.
Voted for Tax Collector for $.02 on the dollar
Voted that the Selectmen take under their consideration the petition pre-
sented for opening the roads from North Village to Fosters Road and report
at some future meeting.
June 13th.
Firstly To chose a moderator to govern the meeting
21 y To see if town will vote to sell any of their land at the ? or back of the
meeting house for use of bilding horse sheds . . voted to sell some part of
the town land near the meeting house for the use of bilding horse sheds on.
31y To see if the town will sell the pew ground in the gallery numbered five and
eleven . . voted to sell the ground for 2 pews on the flower in the gallery.
41 y To see if the town will sell the ground that was left on the lower floor for
the setts or aney part of said ground and if voted to lay out the money
wards finishing the meeting house . . voted to sell half of the ground on the
lower floor in the meeting house that was left for seats to make two pews.
51y To chose a Committee or Committees to carry aney or all of the above
article into affect if voted . . voted that the money for which the land and
pew ground shall be sold for shall be laid out toward finishing the meeting
house
61 y To act on any other bisness thought proper when meet . . voted that the
committee choosen last March to lay out the money raised by the town
towards finishing the meeting house should be a Committee to carey the
above vote into afect in behalf of the town . . . voted not to pay David
Poors account for boarding Majr Ballard
July 12
Firstly To chose a moderator
21 y Will vote to reconsider a vote that theay past on the thirteenth day of this
?June
3 1 y Will vote to reconsider aney or all the other votes that was voted at the
meeting on the afore said day.
41 y To act on any other bisness thought proper
Voted to reconsider all the votes taken on said thirteenth day of June
Voted not to alow Aquila Davis account for boarding Majr Ballard last
May
Monday 29th of August
Firstly To chose a moderator
21 y To vote by ballot for five persons duly qualified for representitives of this
state in the Congress of the United States
31y To see what method the town will take to support Majr William H. Ballard
as he will not goo to the places where he was bid off . . voted that the
Selectmen should take Majr William H. Ballard to the places provided last
March meeting for his support for the ensuing year.
41 y To act on any other bisness throught proper when meet
Voted . . Selectmen should make Majr Jewell som help as to his support for
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To chose a moderator to govern the meeting
2. To vote by ballot for 7 persons ?? of this state who shall not be Senators or
Representatives in congress or persons holding office of profit or trust
under the United Stats to be Electors of a president and vice president of
the United Stats
1783 200 YEARS
On Tuesday the 4th day of March at ten of the clock in the morning at the
meeting house
1 ly To choose a moderator to regulate and govern said meeting
21 y To chose a Town Clerk
31y To chose 3 Selectmen
41 y To chose a constable
Voted that the returns or settlements which the committee for year past
had made in behalf of the town should be red . . voted to receive and
except of the settlements that ? ? ? ? should stand good. Voted that the
same committee should proceed in further settlements in behalf of town.
51y To chose tythingmen,as many as necessary (2)
61y To chose surveyears of highways(9)
Voted to raise ? go to make mend and repeare highways for the present
year to be worked at three cents per day
71y To chose all other Town Officers that is necessary and costomary for the
present year
Voted to pay William Lowell ? to be ? on the obligation that was given to
his sons for Ingaging in the Contenaltel Service for this town.
Voted that Richard Goodwin should be ? from the wood that he was to
collect for Mr. Kelly which he had not collected. Ajorned
18th day of March
Voted: that the laws and Coarts of the State should stand in full force as
theay now are untel 10th day of June 1784.
Voted 2 hoggreaffs,l fence vewer
Voted William Merrill should have som help from the town clearing a
road to his land.
Voted to chose a committee of 3 men to settle the law sute or ? on that
is commenced against the town by Mr. Nat. Bean.
18th day of April
Voted 1 constable
28th day of April
1 ly To chose a moderator
21y To see what som or soms of money the town will raise to defray the Charges
of the town for the present year and the year past
Voted to raise one hundred pounds lawfull Money.
31y To see wather the town will do anything about building a bridge over the
river on the Road that leads from the Meeting house to Mr. ? Curriers.
So voted.
Voted to raise fifteen pounds lawfull money toward bilding the Bridge
above mentioned to be worked out at three shillings per day. Voted to
chose a committee as oversears and to have the care of bilding said bridge.
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Voted that the Selectmen should give the Committee ordors to call upon
the Severs for as much labour as is necessary towards bilding said Bridge.
41y To see what the town will allow the Committee and the Selectmen for there
last year service and to chose a committee to lay out roads and a sever for
the same . . voted to alow the committee for the year past for making
settlements on behalf of the town three pounds lawfull money. Voted not
to choose a committee to lay out roads.
Voted to alow Aquilla Davis,Hiibart Carter and Amos Flood as much money
as was ? out of there wages and allowed to the town out of the State tax for
the year past 1782 by the Treasury of the State.
Voted to allow Capt. Davis the amount for setting on the Convention for
times past which was one pound five shillings and ? ?
Voted to reconsider the veto past not to chose a committee to lay out
roads . . voted to chose a committee to lay out roads . . voted that the
present Selectmen should be the committee to lay out roads for the present
year.
3rd day of November at the Meeting House
1 lyTo chose a moderator
Voted to ajorned to Monday the 10th day of this instant November
21y To see if the inhabetence of the town of Warner will vote to pertition to the
honorable General Court for a menment of our Incorpreation with a new
one according to Neals ? . . . Voted not to pertetion
31y To see if the town will except of the highway which was laid out by the
committee from ? Watsons house to Francis Ferrin and from thence to the
highway between Ebenezer Eastmans house and Elliot Colbys according to
the points of compass which the said committee run . . so voted
41 y To see what method the town will take to get Mr. Kelly s ? wood for this
present year and to act on any other bisness . . voted to sel the ? of Mr.
Kellys ? wood for the present year at the lowest bidder.
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WARNER TOWN MEETING
MARCH 8, 1983 1 YEAR
1
.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To amend the Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Article III . . . definitions by adding the following:
M. Manufactured housing including mobile homes means all forms ofmodular,
unitized or prefabricated housing, assembled on a building site, placed on a
foundation and tied into all conventional and necessary utility systems and
which are intended to be used as a permanent dwelling unit.
N. Mobile home means a prefabricated single family dwelling unit which is of
vehicular portable design, on a chassis for movement on wheels; designed for
long term and continuous occupancy; and on arrival at a site, is ready for
occupancy except for incidental assembly, placement and connection to
utilities.
0. Mobile home park means any parcel of 30 or more acres of land under
single or common ownership or control, which contains or is designed, laid
out or adapted to accommodate 5 or more mobile homes, placed and con-
nected for use as dwelling units.
P. Travel Trailer and Motor home means dwelling units designed to be com-
pletely roadable, self-propelled or towed, and intended for use as temporary
living accommodations incident to travel and/or recreation/vacation.
Article XII . . . amend to read:
A. Manufactured housing, including mobile homes, which meets the require-
ments of the Warner Building Code for dwellings may be placed on any build-
ing site which meets the zoning requirements for a single family dwelling.
Thereafter, such housing shall be considered and treated, in all respects and
for all purposes, the same as dwellings constructed on site. Prior to on-site
assembly, placement and occupancy, manufactured housing shall be subject
to the requirements for such Warner building and occupancy permits, inspec-
tions and certifications as are required for dwellings constructed on site.
B. Mobile homes placed in a mobile home park shall conform to the construc-
tion and safety standards established by the Federal Department of Housing
and Urban Development. However, it is not required that they meet the
Warner Building Code requirements for a permanent foundation and a mini-
mum of 500 square feet of ground floor living area.
C. Mobile home parks must have a minimum area of 30 acres and conform to
State of New Hampshire laws pertaining to mobile home parks, RSA 205 -A.
Mobile home parks are permitted in any district zoned for single family
dwellings, subject to the use regulations for single family dwellings in the
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district in which it is located. Space allocations for individual mobile homes
within a mobile home park shall conform to the requirements for building
lots within the district where the mobile home park is located.
D. Travel trailers and motor homes registered for use in New Hampshire may
be parked on land owned by the registered owner of the travel trailer or motor
home, provided that it is not occupied in such location more than 30 consec-
utive days in any 12 months period and provided further that the location
and condition of such trailer or motor home is not detrimental to the neigh-
borhood or to property in the vicinity.
A property owner may accommodate the travel trailer or motor home of a
non-paying guest for a single period of not more than 90 days in any one
period of 12 consecutive months.
YES 202 NO 198 PASSED
3. To amend the Use Table as follows:
Retail and Service ... by adding the following:
R-l R-2 R-3 B-l C-l OC-1 OR-1
8a Sheltered care facility S S S S S S
"Adult sheltered care facility" means a place which is operated on a 24
hourly basis to provide residential accomodations, personal care, social, occu-
pations and recreational services or training to persons whose health and
safety requires continual supervision. New Hampshire Code of Administrative
Rules, Chapter He-P 804.
YES 263 NO 85 PASSED
4. To amend the Building Code Ordinance as follows:
Article 1 1 under section B . . . add the following:
la. Manufactured housing must meet the federal minimum property stan-
dards for single family dwellings and the mobile home construction and safety
standards as published by the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, (all of the above submitted by the Planning Board)
YES 257 NO 73 PASSED
5. To amend the Zoning Ordinance as follows:
M. Manufactured Housing or Mobile Home Subdivision means a subdivision of
four (4) or more lots (Major subdivision) which is subject to and in compliance
with the Subdivision Regulations of the Town of Warner. Each lot within
such subdivision shall comply with all requirements of the Town of Warner
Zoning Ordinance for single family lots in the district in which said subdivi-
sion is located.
N. Mobile Home means a prefabricated single family dwelling unit which is
of vehicular portable design, on a chassis for movement on wheels; designed
for long term and continuous occupancy; and on arrival at site, is ready for
occupancy except for incidental assembly, placement and connection to
utilities.
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0. Mobile Home Park means any parcel of 30 or more acres of land under
single or common ownership or control, which contains or is designed, laid
out or adapted to accommodate two or more mobile homes, placed and
connected for use as dwelling units.
P. Travel trailer and Motor home means dwelling units designed to be com-
pletely roadable, self-propelled or towed, and intended for use as temporary
living accommodations incident to travel and/or recreation/vacation.
Article XII . . . amend to read
A. Manufactured Housing, as defined by New Hampshire Revised Statutes
Annotated (RSA) 31:118, which meets the requirements of Warner Building
Code for dwellings, may only be placed in Manufactured Housing or Mobile
Home Subdivision in any district zoned for single family dwellings. Manu-
factured Housing in such subdivisions shall be considered and treated for all
purposes and shall be subject to the same requirements, ordinances, codes and
regulations as dwellings constructed on site.
B. Mobile Homes placed in mobile home parks shall conform to the construc-
tion and safety standards established by the Federal Department of Housing
and Urban Development. However, it is not required that they meet the
Warner Building Code requirements for a permanent foundation and a mini-
mum of 500 square feet of ground floor living area.
C. Mobile home parks must have a minimum of 30 acres and conform to
State of New Hampshire laws pertaining to mobile home parks, RSA 205 -A.
Mobile home parks are permitted in any district zoned for single family dwel-
lings, subject to the use regulations for single family dwellings in the district
in which it is located. Space allocations for individual mobile homes within
a mobile home park shall conform to the requirements for building lots with-
in the district where the mobile home park is located.
D. Travel trailers and motor homes registered for use in New Hampshire may
be parked on land owned by the registered owner of the travel trailer or
motor home, provided that it is not occupied in such location more than 30
consecutive days in any twelve month period, and provided further that the
location and condition of such trailer or motor home is not detrimental to
the neighborhood or to property in the vicinity.
A property owner may accommodate the travel trailer or motor home of a
non-paying guest for a single period of not more than 90 days in any one
period of 12 consecutive months, (the above submitted by petition)
YES 171 NO 233 DEFEATED
6. To clarify the vote taken in 1982 in regards to solar heating or cooling
systems. Said article stated: exemption shall be in the amount equal to 100%
of solar heating or cooling system.
Article to read: exemptions shall be in the amount to 100% of assessment
of solar heating or cooling system.
YES 250 NO 127 PASSED
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ADJOURN: FOR BUSINESS MEETING
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9, 1983 AT 7:30 P.M.
7. To vote to appropriate the sum of $31,232.00 (Thirty One Thousand
Two Hundred Thirty Two Dollars) for the Police Department. Said sum includ-
ing conversion from a part-time Chief of Police to a full time Chief of Police,
(included in budget)
Voted by paper ballot and defeated . . . YES 66 NO 121
The Budget Committee recommended that the police budtet be decreased
$7,982.00 to $23,250.00 including $3,000.00 for Capital Reserve to be used
toward a police cruiser.
Paper ballot . . . YES 154 NO 27 PASSED




Bridge (at French's Brook) 4,000.00
Capital Reserve (Highway Equipment) 7,000.00
$25,500.00
Voted in the affirmative by show of hands. No discenting vote.
9. To raise such sum of money as may be necessary to defray town charges
for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same.
Voted by hand vote to raise $550,208.00 with no discenting votes.
10. Vote to go on record in support of immediate actions by the Federal
Government to control and reduce acid rain which is harmful to the environ-
ment and economy of New Hampshire and to the health and welfare of the
people of New Hampshire.
These actions shall include:
1. Reduce by at least half the major cause of acid rain, sulfur dioxide
emission, by the year 1990.
2. Conclude negotiations and adopt a treaty with the government of
Canada that will commit both nations to this same goal.
The record of the vote of this article shall be transmitted to the New
Hampshire Congressional Delegation and to the President of the United
States, (by petition)
A hand vote was in the affirmative.
1 1
.
To adopt as a by-law or ordinance of the Town the
"Licensing and Regulation of Amusement Devices and Centers" made by
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the Selectmen on July 3, 1982, pursuant to RSA 3 1:4 Id and 42, the pro-
visions of which have been published at length and are herein incorporated
by reference.
A hand vote was in the affirmative
12. To amend the site plan review authority (adopted in 1981 Town Meet-
ing, Article 16) of the Planning Board to include multi-family dwelling units,
other than one and two family dwellings.
#12 was a hand vote in the affirmative.
13. Authorize the Selectmen and Town Treasurer to borrow money in
anticipation of taxes on the note or notes of the town.
#13 was passed by a hand vote in the affirmative.
14. Authorize the Selectmen to sell property taken for taxes.
#14 was passed by a hand vote in the affirmative.
15. To permit the Board of Selectmen to accept gifts and grants on behalf of
the Town of Warner.
#15 was passed by a hand vote in the affirmative.
16. To permit the Board of Selectmen to adopt by-laws on behalf of the
Town of Warner until the next annual meeting.
#16 was passed by a hand vote in the affirmative.
17. To hear reports of the Officers of the Town heretofore chosen and Com-
mittees appointed and pass any vote relating thereto.
18. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.







NAME MAP NUMEFR OLSC PRECNCT TOWN
ABbOTT GORDON 3 LOT 45 L/B u 5120
ABbOTT WILLIAM JK 7 LOT 13 L 1130
ABRUZZEZE ANTHONY £ MARY 5 LOT 11 L C 844u
ADAMS DICK P. ELIZAbETH 30 LOT 3 L/B 35o3G 35630
AOAMS OICK £ ELlZAoETH 37 LOT 14 L/B 30220
ADAMS DICK £ ELIZABETH £ 10 LOT 66 L o C 361
ADAMS SANDRA £ EuWARo FRANKEL 9 LOT 6-1 L 2l?5
AL8AN0 CHARLES £ PATRICIA 33 LOT 3 L/B 43110 43110
ALDEE PARKER S LOT 8 L o C 11603
ALDEE PARKER 5 LOT 8-1 L C 5b40
ALBEE PARKER 9 LOT 44 L C 369b
ALIX JOHN £ MARY I LOT 1 L/B C J611o
ALIX JOHN U MARY I LOT 6-1 L IOC
ALIX JOHN £ MARY 1 LOT 7 L u C 964
ALIX JOHN U MARY 1 LOT 8 L O C 4915
ALKSNIUS JACQOELINE 36 LOT 4 L/B 2744U
ALLEN ANNA 13 LOT 26 L/B 3558G
ALLEN BEATkICE 3 LOT 8S L 7580
ALLEN BEATRICE 3 LOT 94 L 3bSu
ALLEN BEATRICE 28 LOT 45 L/B 14180
ALLEN C RICHARD £ MILDRED 3 LOT 92 L/B 3400C
ALLEN TIMOTHY £ SHIRLEY LAVOIE 33 LOT 11 L/B 29880 29680
ALTVATER EDWARD 15 LOT 20 L 690
ALwAY WALTER £ AbNES 7 LOT 26 L/B 14510
ANDERSON ALFRED 6 LOT 31 L C 10
ANDERSON ALFRED 6 LOT 35 L C 10
ANDERSON ALFREb ELVlNA £ 9 LOT 26 L/B 674C
ANOFRSCN CARROLL £ LOIS 7 LOT 71 L/B G 21440
ANDERSON GORDON t KATHLEEN 16 LOT 60 L/B C I 36o
ANDERSON HARRY £ ALICE 9 LOT 21 L 39b
ANDERSON KENNETH 12 LOT 46 L 690
ANDERSON LUUISt 11 LOT 12 L/B/T 9480
ANDC KSUN LOOISE 11 LOT 12 T 13600
ANOEKSON MELV/IN £ ERNA 10 LOT 60 L 3820
ANNIS FREDERICK £ ELIZABETH I LOT l-l L U C 2
ANNIS FREDERICK £ ELIZABETH 1 LOT 6 L/B C 26130
ANNIS *ILL1AM £ BARBARA 29 LOT 12 L/B 34333 35020
ANNIS WILLIAM £ bARBARA 7 LOT 68 L DC 2120
ANNIS WILLIAM £ BARBARA 7 LOT 75 L C o3b
ANNIS WILLIAM £ BARBARA 7 LOT 74 L U C 576
APLINGION LOIS 10 LOT 73 L 300
APLINGTON LOIS 10 LOT 77 L/B 35420
ARVEOON SAOL 26 LOT 16 L/B 16090
AUbIN DELIA 3 LOT 60 L 22080
AOBIN DELIA 2b LOT 38 L 870
AUGUST CLIFFORD u PAMELA 10 LOT 84 L/8 34580
AUPREY PAUL £ LETA 10 LOT 58 L 2800
AUSTIN HARRY 11 LOT 27-1 L lbOO
AUSTIN JAMES £ CONSTANCE 11 LOT 27 L/B U 12140
bABlN LAURENCE £ MARY 13 LOT 9 L/B 1896b
BABIN LAURENCE £ MARY 13 LOT 10 L 3040
BAER MARGARET 5 LOT 13 L 1950
BAILEY DANIEL £ DONA SUBICK lb LOT 10 L 3 300
bAILEY DANIEL £ DONA SUBICK 16 LOT 13 L 260U




NAME MAP NUMBFK OESC prlcnct TOWN
bAlltY DANIEL L uONA SUBICK 16 LOT 64 L u c 1 68 J
BAKE* CHARLEb L DAWN 12 LOT <«l L/B c ^867b
bALDARC JOHN 9 LOT lb l/3 D 33720
oALDYGa EDWAKO 12 LOT 57 L/B C 8160
BAlOYGA JEkOHE 8 LOT 13 L D C 2dlD
bALL BRUCE C FLOKENCt 7 LOT 70-2 l/b/t 18220
BALL PLY 6 ALICE 7 LOT 70-4 L/B/T U 19130
oAKNAKO FOSTER J LOT SI L/B 64330
bARNAKD FObTtR i LOT 32 L/P 17 080
tiARNARD FOSTER 3 LOT 34 L/E 28780
dARNARD FOSTtR 3 LOT 42 L D 2050
BARNARD F3STER & HELEN 7 LUT 6 L/B D b8670
BAkNARO GAkY E £ KATHLE EN T 3 LUT 72 L/B 2569C
BARNARC THUMAS 12 LOT 48 L O 7d00
BARNETT BERNARD E MESSER & 12 LOT 18 L 901O
oARRETT JAMES M L JAMES M JR 2 LOT 8 L D C 205j
BARRY WILLIAM C ELEANOR 37 LOT 17 L/B 50380
oARTLETT ANNIE-BtLLE 10 LOT 103 L/B 2 9040 35580
bARTLETT JAMES 6 MARTHA 11 LOT 61 L/B 43330
BARTLETT JOSEPH 10 LOT 103 3 1260
bARTLETT LEE & EDNA 14 LOT 46 L D 4630
BARTLETT LEE £ EDNA 11 LOT 37 L/B o ^8980
BARTLETT LtE & EDNA 11 LOT 43-1 L/B 4418o
BARTLETT LEE & EDNA 11 LOT 43-2 L D 4680
BARTLETT LEE & EDNA 11 LOT 43-4 L 330O
BASSETT CHARLES L PAMELA lb LOT 32 L/B u 2 3 720
BATCHELDER NORA M 28 LOT 48 L 3540
BATES PETGk 11 LOT 47 L 1140
BATES PETER 11 LOT 55 L/B D 28250
BATES ROGER L VIkGINIA 11 LOT 56 L/B D 27360
BEAN ALICE 32 LOT 36 L/B 26940 2694C
BEAN OORIS 10 LOT 98 L/B 23772 C ^54?d
bEAN JOHN JR £ NANCY 26 LOT 4 L/3 26d20
BEAN PAUL L EMILA 3 1„UT 101 L o 19
BEAN PAUL U EMILA 12 LOT 21 L 11530
BEATRICE JJSEPH IB LOT 2 L D 26970
BEATRICE JuSEPH lb LOT 6 L D 3o0o
dEaTkICE JOSEPH IB LOT 12 L 3 68
dEATRICE JOSEPH Id LOT 15 L 4 1875
bEATKlCE JOSEPH IB LOT 16 .L 3680
bEATkICE JJStPH 21 LOT 9 L D 1650
BEAUDRY HELEN lb LOT 44 L dlO
BEtRS JOANNE 6 1LOT 27 L U 32
BEHR HENRY E MARYANN 1^ LOT 14-3 L o 3 380
BELL WALIEK L LORRAINE lb LOT 25 L D L 77u
uENNIS LUCILt 30 LOT 37 L/B J0030 3 003O
oEkThEl RObEKT & MAUREEN M 2d LOT 21 L/B D 16 360
BERTULlI FNSO c LOUISE ?6 LOT 14 L/B 28080
BEKTULLI ENSU L LOUISE 3 !LUT 19 L 5130
cErfERSCOKF FKEDEkICK & LAURA lb LOT 47 L/B U 20270
oEwEKSDORF FKEDEkICK & LAURA lb LOT 48 L J 30
BFtaEKSDOKF FKEDEKICK & LAURA 16 LOT 61 L 4050
BEWEKSDORF FREoEkICK z. LAURA lb LOT 66 L c 67 2
dEwERSOOKF FKEDEKICK & LAUKA lb LOT 67 L L 269




NAME MAP NUMbEK DLSC
BlLRtR ALAN u ARLENE
BIGELOW jOSEPHINfc
BILLINGS DONALO U oAKBARA
BILLINGS DONALD u BARBARA
BILLINGS OoNALQ L BARBARA
BIX3Y OAVIO & JANICE
BLACK CHARLES H
dLAKE EUGENE £ NuRMANOIE
BLAKfc EUGENE & NuRMANOIE
BLANCHLT7E ALPHE 6 SYLVIA
dLISS CHARLOTTt
BLISS GERALO £ SUSAN
BLISS THLOOORE J




BLUE WALTER L oAYLfc
bOCK DINA





BOUNARIK ANOREw U MAKTHA
BOLOuNA ANTHUNY L CWARlES &
dOLOGNA CHARLES u MARION
BONANNO ARMANDU L NANCY
BONSALL MARIE
BOOMrtOwER GEKMAINE £ WILLIAM
BOUMHOhER GEKMAINE 6 WILLIAM
BOJMHOwER GERMAINE £ WILLIAM
BOUCHARD LUIS








BRADICICH J BRUCL U ELIZABETH
BRADICICH J oRUCt L ELIZABETH
BRADICICH JOHN £ EOITH
bRAUN ALMA
bRAYiHAW R C £ CU
BRAYSHAW RICHAKD £ FRANCES
BREAoLT CAROL u B GREGORY
bREAULT CAROL L b oRtGORY £
bREAZEALE FRANCIS £ SUSAN
BREWSTER LEE
BREWSTfcR LEE £ SuSAN
BREWSTER LEE £ SUSAN
BRIDGEwATER CAKOLYN




































































































































































































oRuruS FkE.uERICK E SYLVIA
aRjWN ALLAN L [lETTY
dROWN ALLAN L BETTY






tjRjWN RICHARD L bHiRLEY




JRUNEL RICHARD A JR E WlLMA J
oRjNNER JACQJELINE
oRoNNEk «AlTER JR u JACQUELINE
urunner walter e margrit
jRunltta Elizabeth
uRuNG GEORGE E SaRA
BUCKLEY RAYMOND u NANCY
BUCKWALTtR WILlIaM E GLORIA
oULL BARKLtY E SANURA





aURRINGTQN LOUIS E SARAH
dUlTEPFItLu PHILIP EST
CAuRAL RICHARD A
uAIRL JACK E LUIS
CAIRL JACK E LOIS
CALLAHAN AUOREY U ARCITH
LANEPA JQHN JR E LESLIE
CANTRELL PAUL E JR E DEBORAH
CARLoON NEALE E JANET
CARLSON NEALt E JANET
LARLUCLI VIRGINIA
CARR JQHN L RONA
CARRULL J LEU u JOAN
CAKtLR DAMUN E ANN
CARTER JOSlPH
CARTER RICHARD E PAULINE
CAKTtR RICHARO E PAULINE
CAwTHRGN WILLIAM E JANET M
CHADwICK MICHAtL E KAREN





CHANDLER JuHN P H JR
oHANOLER JdHN P H JR


















































































































































































































































CHANuLtR rHOMAS £ dEVERLY
CHAP1N WILLIAM D
CHAPLAIN MaRY
CHAPMAN bRENT £ dARBARA
CHARPENTIFR LUCIfcN £ MARIE




CHASfc bEURGF £ SARAH
CHASE GEORGE £ SARAH
CHASt ROBERT £ CHERYL
CHILORfcSS K BROOKS
CHILTON IRENE £ G SCHAFFtR 6
CHILTON IRtNE GEORGE SCHAFFER





CLOUES ALFRED £ JEANETTE
CLOUES ALFRED £ JEANETTE
CLOUfcS WILLIAM J
CLUUfcS WILLIAM J
COCHRANE JOHN W INC
COGSWELL JAMtS £ KENNETH
COGSWELL JAMES £ KENNETH








COLCORD J U £ CAROL
COLCCJRU J D U CAROL
COLEMAN THADOEUS £ ELIZABETH
COLLINS DIANA
COLLINS PAUL £ ELIZABETH
CONNfcRS JAMES £ LINDA
CONTOOCOOK VILLAGE PRECINCT
COUK BRADFORD £ LYNNfc SLATER
COOK CHARLOTTE
COUK EuGENfc £ DORIS
COOK MICHAcL £ CYNTHIA
COUK RICHARD £ REBECCA COURSER
COOK RICHAKO £
COOK RUNALU t, RICHARD




COSSfcTTE FRANCIS £ MARGARET
COSSETIE FRANCIS £ MARGARET
MAP NUMBER DtSC
14 LOT i7 L/B
12 LOT 5.8 L
7 LOT 30 L/B
8 LOT I L/B
10 LOT 62 L
10 LOT 63 L
6 LOT 28 L
6 LOT 29 L
6 LOT 27 L
6 LOT 23 L
6 LOT 26 L
7 LOT 23-1 L/B
14 LOT 41 L/3
























































































































































































Jr* - i - : a r £ t
CO^TASZA Gc ^AG
COUCH MRS CALVIN
COu»-.t- FREO M m
LOUR 5€f F N E 3 W
. - FRtO to
COuRSEK FRED to
."--.-- r- ^ pi
; _ - .
r
- - - z n to
- - .
" -
.",-.-:- - - ^ i -
COURSE k Fflcl
:~J- -.Er r- L : p.
COU»^FK GERALO
LOUR^Ek &ERALO C JJl
OOORSEk bERALC E JUOlTM
COURSE! riR :-'
COA J NJkT J S £ OKUSClL^i
COa J NORTON £ ORUSCILLH
.
: EEC FREE JS k CATHERINE
[A cE : rRtD Jfi i. C ATH-2 | S L £
D FREO J-. i CATHERINE E
EU LAUREN*.E
i_ 3 El UHION RUTH
LRIHI X
LRON1R :;',.El u ELIZABETH
CUrtHING ALfcXANOE*
cuHNint *LcrASjEr< l :laike
CURTIS RQBtRT u A«»_ENE
: JSARC JOHN
CUTT [NC MICHAEL . ^pS*
C J r
T
; \ _ KICHARU
riMG RICHARD
CUTTING KlbERT £ ELEANOR
uABRjtoSKI CASINM - .,:_
OAoROWSKI ELSIc
-'- z- OMSKI LLi!:
Ji;L!c;«i:: jSm», l SaS^^a
^A^=r-PLE R3NAL.0 £ KATHLEEN
~ A * - " : ~ - .- i
JANSI SPENCER E JANE I
JANFURTH CLIFTUR E >T
[«ARf up th cl iftun EjT
HANI lL : uE^"r L ADA U
DANIELS ^OnalO J" TRUSTEE




-a, : „ L ^ih: >: p*ulin£
OAVIj cL;:A3tTn
OAVlS mAZEL
^*^!i jji-iN C SANDRA
[>AV
I
S 1 IRC I
L
c cOITn CAkElL Zo lCT 5
o LjT 27
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OAVli VIRGIL 9 LOT 39
UAVISON ilMONE 15 LOT 6
OAVISON SIMONE 15 i_OT 5
DA*KINS GtRALO & MARIE 7 LOT 20
DA/ RICHARO & LINDA 19 LOT 30
DEAN VALWORTH I EVELYN 3 LOT 29









OlLLtNBACK DENNIS L DONNA
DILLENBACH DENNIS L DONNA
DION RuBERT N t» MAKGARET ANN
DOML INu MARGERY L JOYCE UAWKIN
DONALDSON ROBERT t JUDITH
DONOVAN JOhN
DONOVAN JOHN £ CORA
DONOVAN RICHARD l> LINDA
DONOVAN RICHARu I LINDA
DONOVAN RICHARD L LINDA
DONOVAN RICHARD U LlNOA
DONOVAN RICHARD L LlNOA
DORRINGTON JOSEPH L MARY
DOOGHTY PHILIP & JANICE
DOVE JEANNE
UQW HAROLD
DOW HAROLD & AL ICE
GOw MILOREU
DOWL ING WILLIAM u LILLIAN
DOYON RICHARD L jOAN








DUPREY WARREN t» UORIS
DURAND STEPHANIE
JURGIN FRED L JULIE
BURLING WENDELL L DAwN
OWYFR WALTER I Jt ANNE
DYER RICHARD
DZIOBA CHESTER SR t THERESA
EARLEY MABEL
EASTLEY CHARLES t. GAYLE
EASTMAN JOHN & NANCY
EASTMAN JOHN G NANCY &
















































































































































































































EDwAKiii> javIO l SALLY
LDwAkDS tVAN £ ELIZABETH
ED*AkDS EVAN & ELIZABETH
EDwAkDS JOYCE
EDmARD^ RICHARD L JESS
EOWAROS RUTH
ELLIOT OAVIO £ MARY
ELLSWORTH RUSSELL t» LOUISE EST
ELM REALTY TRUST
ERICkSUN AKNOLD u BARBARA
LSPOSITO LOUIS C SHIRLEY
ESTEP LYNN C SANDRA
FAIRNENY FRFD u JEAN
FAIRNENY FRED L JEAN
FAiRNENY FRED L JEAN
FAIRNENY FRED £ JEAN
FALLON JOHN k» DEBORAH
FALLON JOHN C DEBORAH
FAkRELL WILLIAM
FAUGHNAN BRIAN C BARbARA
FELLOWS FLORENCE




FEREE NANCY L RICHARD MITCHELL
FERNSWORTH LAWRENCE
FERNSWCRTH LAWRENCE
FTLLMORE RICHARD £ CONSTANCE




FLANDERS ARLENL L THOMAS
FLANDERS EDI TH Ejf
FLANUERS EDWARD
FLANDERS FLORENCt
























MAP NUMBER OLSC PRECNCT TOWN
13 LOT 27 L/B 2l«50
16 LOT 16 L/B 27140
16 LOT 17 L 2640
14 LOT 5 L/B 42120 45720
14 LOT 36 L/B 42190
IB LOT 29 L 390C
11 LOT 46 L/a 1551U
29 LOT 5 L/B 3109U
lb LOT 28 L/B 129H0
16 LOT 18 L/B 17 350
lb LOT 53 L/B 32220
20 LOT 14 L/B 3123U
7 LOT 11 L 145
7 LOT 22 L/B 35620
7 LOT 24 L/B 11170
7 LOT 25 L/3 10790
16 LOT 77 L 2240
37 LOT 2 L u 1120
12 LOT 15 L/B 24350
13 LOT 29 L/B u C 24500
15 LOT 38 L/B 2943C
3 LOT 69 L/B 26780
10 LOT 54-1 L G 6900
13 LOI 39 L/B c 51415
26 LOT 9 L/B 34320
7 LOT 57-1 L/B G 33710
8 LOT Id L 669 u
3-17 L c 34 5
ID LOT 59 L 2490
27 LOT 3 L/B u 20380
33 LOT 4 L/B 3966G
33 LOT 5 L/B 32130 32130
14 LOT 16 L/B u 10430
1 7 LOT 22 L/B 17270
9 LOT 17 L/B u 3090
14 LOI 16 8 2560
?9 LOT 1 L/B 15322
9 LOT 1 L/P 0, 7 3000
10 LOT 10 L 32*0
10 LOI 10-2 L 3100
10 LOT 24 L 665
ID LOT 23-1 L 3590
14-26 L/B u 1 70dO
9 LOT 34 L 7i3C
14 LOT 32 L/B u 26^40
10 LOT 29 L/B u c 2365<r
14 LOT 13 L I07 t
lb LOT 9 L 23d
4 LUT 4 L/B u 14740
14 LOT 2& L c d7b
14 LOT 29-1 L/B L 1379d
14 LOI 30 L/B u 67360
14 LOI 31 L u c 5
14 LOT 54 L o C 192





FOREST ROBERT F t CYNTHIA F
FORMlChELLA ROMANO
FORTUNE RICHARD L RUTH
FORTUNE RICHARD a RUTH




FOTT FRANK g DIANNE
FRATUS VICT OK I A
FRtotRiCKS arru t llizablth





FULLER PHILIP L LOUISE
FURTAOO WILLIAM jR £ SUSAN £
GAGNE JOHN £ JOYCE JOHNSON
GAGNE KAREN
GAGNE RICHARD L PATRICIA









GARRITY MAURICE L bEVERLY
GARTRELL DONALD £ SARAH
GAUOETTE RAYMOND £ FLORENCE
GAUOETTE RAYMOND £ FLORENCE
GAY GAYLORo U ELLA
GAYNOR ROBERT G MAkILYN
GEORGE FRANKLIN EST
GEORGE IRVING G EMILY
GEORGE RICHAKD M
GERALD STELMAN & KAREN
GErRARO STEPHEN G RITA
GERVAIS PHILIP £ BETTY
GERVAIS PHILIP £ RUTH
GldERSUN DUDLEY t bETSY
GILMORE WILLIAM


































































































































































































































FAKU J UHN SR
FOuRMcR LAORENCt L RITA









LEMIkE MAOKICE L IRENE
MANNING CLIFF L hAKlON
MAk-?,uRGER IHtRLSA
MARTcL RAYMOND
MA^I FRANK F. UKFNDA
hIcOLAIDlS MICHAEL
pajane jamlS e paolinf
PFkRAUlT armang
PEKRY JOSEPH Z. Rl TA



















































































NAME MAP NUMfaER OESC PRECNC1 TOWN
KAFFi PAUL T G 1000
RICHARDSON UENE T 4760
SHOTc OThO £ ROTH T 656C
SHUTt OTHQ 6 RUTh T G 265o
STEVENS MARY T ?&50
STGOOLNIC FRANK T 2 360
GOLDtfERG HOWARD G ELEANOR 4 LOT S) L G 7000
GOuDnOw CHARLES III £ DOROTHY 21 LOT 6 L G C 20687
GOGOwlN HERBERT 7 LOT 44 L !>3G
GOuDwIN HEKBtRI lb LOT 28-1 L/B f>4d4<»
GOUOwlN HERBERr 26 LOT 13 L/B 3lt3o
GOOOWIN HEKBtRT w 11 LOT 16 L G 3140
GOULD WILLIAM a SHERRY 4-6 L/B G 45130
GOULDING JuSEPH G NANCY 9 LOT ]L& L/B U 5950
GRACE EDnARD £ SUSAN 15 LOT 5? L/B o 19110
GRAHAM JOHN P 12 LOT <t5 L/B 30o0o
GRANUY JEAN 29 LOT 13 L/B 20120 ^0120
GRANDY WINFRED 3 LOT 11 L ld8G
GRANDY WINFREO £ ELEANOR 30 LOT 32 L/B 4672U Ha 72o
GRAVES OwIGHT G MARIBETH h LOT 5<t L/B 16185
GRAVES OwlGHT u MARI3ETH £ 6 LOT 54-1 L G C 4?u
GRfcENBERG HARVEY £ JANE A 7 LOT 31 L/B 5 6 75
GREENE GEORGE R 2ti LOT Jl L/B o 26470
GRfcFNLAW GcORGfc L JEANETTE 6 LOT 57 L/B 2 5 bfi
GRtENLAW GcOKGc G JEANNETTE 10 LOT 76 L C 100
GREENLAW ThOMAS 9 LOT 4 L/B o 27390
GREENLUM RICHARD £ JAYNE 10 LOT 13 L/B 2?09u
OROJ JOHn * 21 LOT 5 L C 43 5
GUIMONo DONNA 2 LOT 2 L C 132 5
GUI MONO DONNA 6 LOT 47 L u c 37 7
GUIMUND DONNA ALG 30 LOT 33 L/B 20900 209O0
GUIHONO GFuRGE £ VIRGINIA ? lot :) L u c ->21
GUIMOND GEORGE £ VIRoINlA 15 LOT 13 L u 10340
GUIMOND GEORGE £ VIRGINIA 19 LOT 1 L/B ^2970
OUIMuNO GEORGE £ VIRGINIA 30 LOT 5 L/B 2 5<t70 25s7G
GUIMOND GEuRGE £ VIRoINlA 30 LOT 44 L 5569 7610
GUIMOND GEuRoE £ VIRGINIA 30 LOT <t7 L 2410
GUITAR GORDON u 19 LOT 31 L/B 0. 29o5u
HAIGHT JtFFRtY C £ 3D lOI 3d L/B 44200 <t4200
HAIGHT JEFFREY £ ANNIE MAHLEK 30 LOT <i9 L 4J<0 6 02
HAIGHT RIChAkD G OOROThY M ?2 LOI 2 L 1000
HALL DUNALu L L INOA 30 LOT <t3 L/B 22630 ^2b30
HALLENcORG GEORCc u JEANNE c 16 LOT <tO L/B 3 1 760
HAMILTON ANTHONY G MARGARET 3i LOT 49 L/B 39650 3^650
HAMTLTON BERTHA 10 LOT .1 L/3 2 1620
HAMILTON OtNIS G MARY ELLEN 33 LOT 20 L/B 31770 3 1 77 o
HAN3URY KLtS G MARJOKIE 34 LOT 19 L/B 36290 36290
HANDS RONAlD C TKUSTEE 12 LOT 17-3 L 10060
HANKE PAUL £ RaCmEL 15 LOT 55 L/B 5 2 500
HANNAMAN ALBERTA 15 LOT 46 L 6 340
HANNON PAUL G SUGAN 10 LOT 6 L/B 2^340
HANSON ALFRED JR £ GAIL 15 LOT 21 L/3 13460
HANSON ALFRED G ANN 7 LOT 5<t L c 2G9t>
HANSON ALFRED G ANN IS LOT 27 L/B c 7<t50b




NAME MAP NUMBER DLSC PRECNCT TOWN
HAkMON HARRIETT 32 LOT 37 L/B 31250 31250
HAKPtR STILES JR E THOMAS t. 22 LOT 8 L C 399u
HARR 1MAN Fj-.EU 14 LOT 13 L o 107^
HArtR IMAN FKEO lb LOT 9 L 23o
HAkRIMAN JAMES 6 LOT I L l?b40
HAK« IMAN JaMlS 15 LOT 17 L/B 46920
HAKR IMAN jAMt S C 10 LOT 51 L 590o
MAK^IMAN WlSlEY l uorothy 14 LOT t>2 L 3090
MAK'UMAN WLSLtY I. DOROTHY 34 LOT 17 L/n 4 1420 4?730
HAKKiNCfuN CARLYLf G KATHhKlNE <• ur ? L/H c 36bH<«
HAKR1NGTUN EOWARl, 11 LOT d L 3bOU
HARRIS ALloE & LlNwOuO SMITH 34 LOT 10 L/B 36 7 9^ 4l75u
HAKP1S CECIL 2 LOT 7 L c 145 5
rlA^s IS DANIEL 7 LOT 5b L 4200
HAK»1S LAWKENCt U LOT 41- 1 L 2500
HAM IS LAWRENCE o ALICE 34 LOT 9 L/B 42b6G <t2 70o
HAH-JIS LAURENCE u ALICE H Lur a L 4dlG 4ttl0
HART EuWARO L HELEN 12 LOT 4 L/R c 49438
HARTLEb ROGER 6 LOT 17 L 4030
hARTLEY JOSEPH £ RACHEL 31 LOT 33 L/B 62360 62360
HARTMAN DAVID u LINDA 30 LOT 16 L/B 32250 32250
rlARTSHORN tSTHER 3 LOT lb L u c 32G
mAkYLY JlANNIE 8 LOT lb L/B c 14420
HAKVLY PAMhLA 9 LuT 37 L c 1668
HARWGOD JOHN & JuUITH 3t> LOT b L/B 3 2090
nAwKINS JOHN £ GLORIA 8 LOT 21 L 6100
HAWKINS JOHN £ GLORIA 12 LOT 34 L 8700
HAWKINS JOHN £ GLORIA 22 LOT 11 L 1010
HAwKINS JOHN £ GLORIA 21 LCT 12 L I 000
HA*<INS JOHN E GLORIA 11 LOT 15 L 1000
nAwKINS JOHN £ GLORIA 22 LOT 18 L 940
HAWKINS J3HN £ GLORIA 8 LUT 23 L 6 98u
nAYNES WESLEY L LUCILLE 27 LOT 7 L 1490
HAYNES WcSlEY E LUCILLE 27 LOT 8 L/B 21710
HAYS W WESLEY L JANAN M 34 LOT 11 L/B 2 72 60 27^60
HAZfN KENNtTH L VEkA 19 LOT 7 L/B o 21590
hAZEh VERA £ CARUL HODGDQN 19 LOT 13 L 7540
HEAOLEY NAOMI 26 LOT 4l L/B -0 12o30
HEALO KUrtY 11 LOT 1 L/B 17720
HFALU RUoY 11 LOT 7 L 1580
HEALY JOHN M £ MuRITL E 25 LOT 31 L/B 15630
HPALY LAwRENLE J f. JOYCE 7 LOT 3 L/B 25520
HEALY LAWRENCE J E JOYCE 7 LOT 4 L u C 36 b
HEATH CHARLES E NANCY 11 LOT 22 L/B 10690
mFATuN JOHN L hILOA 3 LOT 20 L/B 22730
HEoERT A JlINALL U ttE TTY 25 LOT 29 L/B 42010
HEuEKT RAYMOND £ MaRY 17 LOT 35 L 200
hFuERT RAYMOND £ MARY 17 LOT 37 L 210
HEIL GEORGt U GAIL 5 LOT 14 L G 2 540
mEINU DAVID F JR E 13 LOT 18 L 7825
HEINO GAVlLi F JR £ 13 LOT 19 L 3280
HEINO GAVlG JR £ WILLIAM MANN 13 LOT 18-•3 L 418d
mEMMONO JJGITH 15 LOT 47-•5 L 1010
HEMPHILL ChAkLES £ ALICE 33 LOT 2 L/B 39590 39590




NAME MAP NUMBER DfcSC PRECNCT TOWN
HENLEY jAMtS £ KATHLEEN 34 LOT 14 L/B 25950 25950
HENLEY JERE 16 LOT 31 L/B 20030
HENLEY JERE 22 LOT 13 L 1010
HENLEY THOMAS 3 LOT 53 L c 610
HENLEY THOMAS 31 LOT 56 L/B 17230 1723U
HERHHY JOHN P £ BETSY A ROSS 30 LOT 34 L/B 42270 42270
HEKMANSON SUSAN 14 LOT 34-1 L 4000
HESELTON EARLE £ ALICE 29 LOT 10 L/B 29j5u
HESELTON EARLE £ ALICE 33 LOT 15 L/B G 14550
HESELTON HARRY 19 LOT 36 L/B 29110
HESELTON WALTER 31 LOT 24 L/B 16040 16040
HE SLOP JOHN 20 LOT 17 L 1048
HESLOP ROBERT 20 LOT 11 L/B 25600
HESLOP ROBERT £ LORRAINE 20 LOT 12 L 1240
HESS ANN £ LYOIA MCMINN 13 LOT 16 L G 2590
HESS ANN £ LYDIA MCMINN 13 LOT 16-1 L 690
HEWES IRVING JR £ JODITH 3 LOT 12 L/B 18070
HEWlNS GILbERT 19 LOT 4 L c 756
HHP INC 11 LOT 15 L 2640
HICKS ARTHUR JR 27 LOT 9 L/B 20170
HICKS ARTHUR W 31 LOT 59 L/B toll 40 oll40
HICKS ARTHUR SR £ VIRGINIA 15 LOT 15 L/B 84750
HICKS ARTHUR SR £ VIRGINIA 15 LOT 16 L 6359
HICKS ARTHUR £ 1/IRGINIA 15 LOT 15-1 L 4422
HICKS ARTHUR £ \/IRGINIA 15 LOT 15-2 L 4422
HICKS ARTHUR £ VIRGINIA 15 LOT 16-1 L 4862
HILL BOX CO INC 3 LOT 91 L c 420
HILL BOX CO INC 6 LOT 30 L c 824
HILL BOX CO INC 6 LOT 36 L G c 779
HILL BUX CO INC 9 LOT 32 L c 553
HILL BOX CO INC 9 LOT 33 L c 634
HILL BOX CO INC 9 LOT 35 L c 251
HILL BUX CO INC 9 LOT 36 L c 23
HILL BOX CU INC 10 LOT 37 L c 1104
HILL BOX CO INC 10 LOT 55 L L 706
HILL BUX CO INC 11 LOT 28 L c 213G
HILL BUX CO INC 14 LOT 56 L c 1311
HILL BOX CO INC 18 LOT 34 L c 1204
HILL BOX CJ INC 19 LOT 16 L c 4376
HILL BOX CO INC 31 LOT 48 L c 692
HILL 3uX CO INC 19 LOT 20 L 5560
HILL CHARLES £ 1*LICE 33 LOT 9 L/B 50050 50050
HILL OIANE 16 LOT 73 L c 1266
HILL DOROTHY 18 LOT 17 L 1920
HILL OOROTHY 18 LOT 18 L 300
HILL HAROLU £ LLEANOR 3 LOT 10 L/B 13550
HILL JOHN 3 LOT 1 L 380
HILL JOHN 3 LOT 4 L c 849
HILL JOHN 3 LOT 95 L c 392
HILL JOHN 3 LOT 101 L 190
HILL JOHN 6 LOT 13 L 400
HILL JOHN 6 LOT 55 L c 796
HILL JOHN 7 LOT 47 L 360
HILL JOHN 7 LOT 48 L 180















HILL JuHN c. uEvEKL'k
MILL CkTjN
HILL FREO
HILL FlOkE^CE t. JOri BUNNELL
hINKlEY ROGEk c uEkTRUDE
HINNLNuAlL JAY F c JOANNE M
H0L)3c rflLLIAM u EVELYN
HOOGOOK LARRY c KATHERINE
HODGOON LAKRY c KATHERINE
HOO^KlNS SCOTT £. VIOLA
HOPKINS VIDLA
MOLL IDAY JANE L hUGH MEIER
HOLMcS STEVEN L GAIL
HOLMtS STEVEN c GAIL
HOMFSTcAu GARDENS INC
HOuKtR LUCY u LLoRIOGE 6 RoTh
mORKINS NORA
HOUSTON TYKUi> C L
HOaAKD CARUL
mOwako carol
HO*E FREDERICK JR t. UONNA
MOwLtTT AFION





HUJOLESTuN RuBlRT l GLURIA
HUMPmRlY ^JRERT u ELINOR
hUMPhRlYS m EVcRLTT u tLLANCK
HUNT RaRBAkA
HUNT DOUGLAS £ SANDRA
HUNT JACkSGN £ RARdARA
HUNT JACKSuN & BARBARA
HURD RICMARO & NANCY
HURLdUkT MARjOKlE
HURLEY AKThUR L M AR 1
1
HURLEY ROBERT SR C LORtTTA
H'J T IS PmIL IP u tLIZABETH
MYuF ELIZABETH C EDGERTON
HYuE ELIZABETH C EDGERTON









































































































































































































































































NAME. MAP NuMdfR f>t_SC PRlCNCT T OW N
INFANTt ETIOKE ALS I i LOT a I U L 99 u
INoALLS AJolE 19 LOT 6 L ?b?U
INoALLS WALTER 11 cOT 13 L/B <'096U
IN60LD RuOOLF 6 LOT 2 1. U c 3SH
INGOLO RUOULF 6 LJT 3 L C 2b0b
INoOLD RUDOLF 6 LOT S L/B L 4771b
INMAN uFNNIS E KATHFRlNE 10-1^-? L 4 64d
i shall joslph u dorothy 2<i LOI 9 L u 100(j
lVL r» CLARFNCE L RICHARU ^ILM 2 LOT 1 L U 2b9u
JAOC^AK EOnARO F. F F W I NO 7 LOT l<t-l l/B u I 1 /^U
JADCZAK LOWAKO & F LwlNG / LOT lb L lbsu
JAKVIS JACUUES & MARCIA 32 LOT 27 L/H 12b30 L2b3u
JENISCH CAROLE 30 LOT 25 L/B 1944U 19VtU
jEPSON PLAKL 14 LOT 21 L/B C 2 4 73d
JFPSON JGHNNA 14 LOT 21-2 L ?d40
JEWFLL MARK F 9 LOT 24 L u 1300
JOHNSON UAVIL) PHILIP BUXTON L 5 LOT 3 L G IdOG
JOHNSON HARLAN & POLLY 12 LOT bb L 2d2
JOHNSON HAKLAN & POLLY 12 LOT 56 L/B iOc>20
JOHNSON MARION C SUSAN 9 LOT 11 L/B Li 29550
JOHNSON JOHN & MaRILYN 12 LOT 49 L/B C J 39} 3
JOHNSON JOHN & MARILYN 12 LOT bO L/B G C 8904
JOHNSON OLIVER & DOROTHY 3 LJT 55 L/B 9b50
JOHNSON PETER L DOROTHY 13 LOT 40 L/B u 31430
JOHNSON THUMAS 10 LOT 69 L/B/T 20U20
JOHNSON THOMAS 12 LOT 38 L C 1091
JOHNSON U ERIC 14 LOT 13 L 1072
JOHNSON U ERIC Id LOT 9 L 23b
JORDAN BEATRICE 14 LOT b3 L c 1537
JORDAN MICHAEL 6 LOT 20 L 416U
JORDAN MICHAEL & RACHEL 7 LOT 14 L/T 9340
JORDAN RUTH EST 2d LOT 39 L/B G 11090
JORDAN RUTH EST 28 LOT 40 L/B u 710
JUNK INS RObERT WAYNE 2b LOT 28 L/B 1 1900
JUTRAS RAYMOND £ ANNETTE 11 LOT 25 L/B 29b00
KEARSARGE REEL curp 14 LOT 7 L/B G 177416
KEFEK LAWRENCE £ LtONARD HAIM 19 LOT 37 L 8d00
KELLEY JOHN JR £ CHARLOTTE A 32 LOT 2 L/B 5602G 56020
KELLEY JOHN JR E CHARLOTTE A 33 LOT 13-1 L/B u 168090
KELLEY JOHN t CHARLOTTE 14 LOT 21-1 .L/R u 4 8440
KELLEY TRUt U STtVEN LINOBLOM 10 LOT 99-1 L c idlo
KELLEY TRUE £ STEVEN LINOBLOM 10 LOT 100 L/D 6290
KFLLY JAMES U MARY 10 LOT 32 L/B 43370
KELLY LEU U V lULt TTE 16 LOT 6 L/B G 2 2 640
KELLY LEU £ VIOLETTE 16 LOT bb L 3G1U
KEMPER RALPH £ BETTY 13 LOT 18-2 L b063
KFNYUN SHIRLIE 6 LOT 2 7 L 32
KESTNER PAUL £ NANCY 37 LOT 6 L/B 45760
KHARIBIAN JOSEPH 29 LOT 3 L G 1150
KHAR IBIAN JOSEPH 29 LOT 4 L/B u 6330
KIEHL WILLIAM Id LOT b L 2050
KIELY ROBERT £ PATRICIA 32 LOI 26 L/B 40810 40dl0
KIL80URN MRS JUHN 6 LOT 27 L G 32
KING ALFRED L 27 LOT 2-1 L 347U




name MAP NUMBFR DESC PRtCNCT TOWN
KlNMtR IRRNE & BARBARA KINNER IS LOT 23 L/B U 33690
KIR9Y WILLIAM L THERLSA 10 LOT 71 L/B c 39760
KlKtfY WILLIAM I THERtSA 10 LOT 82 L 280
nNAPP HAROLD 6 BARBARA 4 LOT IL7 L c 22^13
KNAPP HAROLD € BARBARA 4 LOT ]L9 L c 2989
KNltrfLTON EDITH 31 LOT 18 L/B 30070 30070
KOCSIS OANIEL U NANCY 12 LOT 51 L/B c H6870
KOCSIS DANIEL L WANCY 12 LOT 52 L u c 605
KOPF J JAY C ELAINt lb LOT 24 L/B c 60684
KOPF J JAY C ELAINt 15 LOT ^5 L L 609
kORS f JULIA 31 LOT 20 L/B 29910 ^9910
KOZEL RUIH 1* LOT 13 L o 107^
KOZFL RUTH 18 LOT 9 L C 23d
KUMTN VlCTjR C MAXINE 10 LOT 49 L/B c 4 7J87
KU*<o MARY 26 LOT 10 L/B (J 16320
KURKO MARY 26 LOT 21 L 3J0O
LAOO HELEN PAUL JR G OGUGLAS 1 J LOT 34 L/B 24010
LAUD HELEN PAUL JR G DOUGLAS U LOT 36 L/B 6130
LAUD HtLEN PAUL JR G DOUGLAS 13 LOT i7 L 13530
LAUD HELtN PAUL JR G DUUGLAS 13 LOT 38 L/fl J2590
LADD HELEN PAUL JR & DOUGLAS 13 LOT 40-1 L 125
LAUD NANCY G OUUoLAS NEWTON 13 LOT 3S L 6 38
LAKE SHIRLEY 33 LOT 7 L/B 36390 J6J90
LAKELAND A ASHTON fcST G MURIEL 17 LOT 3 L/R c c 23185
LAKEMAN EVELYN 7 LOT ro-j L/B/T 16cd0
LAMFNZQ MARY Id LOT 38 L/B 26540
LAMORA STEPHtN G KERRY A 19 LOT 20-1 L/B o 24265
LANStNFELD LAUR It 2b LOT 49 L/B ^3110
LAPLACA MARIO G EMMY 11 LOT 41 L/B 24950
LAPORTt WAYNE u JUDITH Id LOT 1 L c 4135
LAROLHELLE RICHARO & SYLVIA 31 LOT 37 L/B 33750 33750
LEAFt MICHAEL J L JACQUELINE B ?0 LOT 15 L/B 6310
LEARY PAUL & PATRICIA 16 LOT 49 L/B u 2 9500
LEARY PAUL G PATRICIA 16 LOT 50 L/B 12400
LEGER MURIEL 7 LOT 37 L c 419o
LEGER MURltL 7 LOT id L/B o 29420
LEoER MURltL 7 lot :19 L 5380
LEGER MURltL 7 LuT '52 L u L 94
LEMAY DONALD G CATHERINE 25 LOT 25 L G olO
LFMlLUX DONALD G CAROL 2d LOI 17 L/B 14090
LEMltUX THtOOORE 10 LOT 61 L u 165
LEUNARU L IRwIn 15 LOT 49 L/B 244*0
LESMtRISES DONALU t JACQUELINE 16 LOT 3 L 5320
LESMtRISLS DUNALU G JACQUELINE 16 LOT 5 L/B c 38467
LES^tRISES DuNALU t JACQUELINE I 7 LOT 32 L/B c 1 367 1
tESSARD JACQUELINE 32 LOT 29 L/B 52510 52510
LEVER MICHAEL t LHtRYN 31 LOT 39 L/B 40410 4041U
LEVESQUE MARIBETh 25 LOT 12 L/B 27640
LEVI;* OR FILtEN 29 LOT 2 L/B 3^130 J9130
tEvY Robert l thilma hammer 5 1.OT '56 L 5Z0G
LEWIN FOREST INC 23 LOT 1 L c 9020
LOCKE FOSTER G OURuTHY 32 LOT 32 L/B 2 3930 23930
LOCKt HENRY G DOROTHEA 34 LOT 25 L/B 15870
LOCKt NORMAN & FLORENCE 10 LOT 15 L/B 16510






logan crant l june
lombaroi joseph l anto marie
loop taylor h
loop Taylor h
lopez gilbert l agnes
lopez gilbert u agnes
lopez gil3lrt 6 agnes
lopez oilbert i agnes
lord philip l mary
loro philip u mary
LOKD PHILIP u MARY
LOSIK ROBERT 6 CATHERINE
LOSIK ROBERT 6 CATHERINE
LOVE SUSAN & A BURGER
LOVFJOY PEIER i* tLIZABETH
LOVELL D HARJORIL
LOWELL STEPHtN









LYNCH « ILL I AN
LYONS LOUISE






























MAP NoMBER OtSL PRtCNCT TUWN
14 LOT t9 L (J 1 /Ob
3 LOT 100 L/n G 2 1230
10 LOT 25-L L 2 96U
20 LOT 3 L 244o
20 LOT 7 L 347U
13 LOT 12 t 39lo
13 LOT 14 L/B G ^?3iOu
13 LOT 15 L oOO
37 LOT 21 L 1900
10 LOT 64 L C 275
10 LOT 65 L L 422
31 LOT 41 L/B 39970 3997G
30 LOT 10 L/B 50310 50310
30 LOT ^2 L/B 419U 4190
4 LOT 12 L 3^40
13 LOT 30 L/B c 4 8 25 J
10 LOT 1 L/B 821U
9 LOT 3 1 8 4130
9 LOT 43 L/B 2 3 30G
31 LOT 26 L/B 15950 15950
12 LOT 14-1 L 3340
4 LOT 18 L/B 8ZIG
25 LOT 14 L 1000
Id LOT 36 L/B G 2070O
32 LOT 11 L/B 3o5o
8 LOT 6 L G 34370
9 LOT 19-1 L G 1!jOO
8 LOT 6 8 330
8 LOT 6 H 7o30
8 LOT 6 3 7 35G
8 LUT 6 H 1 3370
3 LOT 6 B 737G
9 LOT 6 B 10180
8 LOT 6 B 2o30
8 LOT 6 3 G 12400
8 LOT 6 B c 7590
8 LOT 6 L» 8540
8 LOT 6 B 6190
8 LOT 6 B U 107
8 LOT 6 3 8b?0
8 LOT 6 B 5640
H LOT 6 3 6660
8 LOT 6 B 14940
8 LOT 6 e u 6720
3 LOT 6 a u 6330
8 LOT 6 B 5630
3 LOT 6 3 8160
8 LOT 6 3 G 11 150
8 LOT 6 8 6690
3 LOT 6 3 2260
8 LOT 6 B u 5 940
8 LOT 6 3 u 6380
8 LOT 6 B 6580
8 LOT 6 3 6d7o








MACS ARVIDo t LLZA

















MAL&LLISTEK PHILIP R L JtAN E
MACChEIGHTUN ThERON t CHARIS
MACOONALU cONSTANCE L
MACOONALU CONSTANCE L
MACNfciLL chaklls l nancy
MAHPU ALFRED E JANE
MAhONFY wIlLIAM L JEAN
MAILriOT RICHARu
MAILhOT KlLHARb
HA1LLE1 JOHN & CuLtTTE
MAlLuN JAMLS £ OuRiS
MALLlN Ja"ES & DtiRiS
MALONE JJHN F (. gEaTRICE C
MAuCINi LOUlo <. ALICE
HANOLfl FREuEkICK & ElLeN
MAi^N 3kUC^ TRUtMMN C JANE






MAkTELL kTCHARU u makie
MAkT in Bk'JCE
MA«T IN DuJoLaS c PATRILIA
MAKT in HIChALL C DuRuTHY
MART IN RAYMOND L NANCY
MARTIN RmYmOuO I NANCf
MATTuO''« CAkOLYN
MAaNER MtLVlNA
MAV LAVlC u KAKE.,
MA\M CHRISTOPHtR & FLLlN
MCuRiDE HARRY & SHIRLEY
MCbRlDE HARRY L SHIRLEV
aS^E^SMENT
MAP NUMbEK nESc PRcCNCI rurff.
a LuT 6 D 6 43u
8 LUT 6 n 640U
8 LUT 6 'j 6!>3G
3 LUT 6 3 u lo2o
8 LJT b n o 391G
8 LUT 6 \ G /t7L
8 LuT 6 n o l^U
8 LUT 6 \ o (,01L>
8 LUT b H ?H<iU
8 LuT 6 H S(j?0
8 LuT 6 fj o 390G
B LjT 6 3 340G
3 LOT 6 H u 7o9u
8 LOT 6 3 u 7d9G
8 LGT 6 o 45
8 LJT 6 3 O 8900
3 LUT 6 3 8^,20
8 LOT 6 B 71G
3 LUT o 3 G S^3G
3 LJT 6 u 6600
10 LOT d8 L/3 G J970U
11 LOT 14 L/B u C 53^76
31 LOT 43 L/B <t469u 44690
2S LOT 30 L/B G 2180
25 LOT 32 L/B U 28o50
28 LOT 14 L/B G 14odG
10 LOT 79 i/a G J2^SC
3 LOT 9 L/B G 6430
25 LOT 1 L/T U ld3o
25 LOT J L/B G 1278G
Id LOT JS L G ?22u
28 LOT 12 L/B 14070
2d LOT 13 L 48
31 LOT 44 L/B 30100 30100
26 LOT 18 L/B 12d80
3 LOT 70 L 4250
20 LOT 2 L/B 31t>60
30 LOT 23 L/B ^796o ^7 960
16 LOT d2 L 6>40
15 LOT 12 UB 3 1oOu
25 LOT 11 L/B G 16170
25 LOT 12 L/3 2108G
3 LUT 14 L/B 36fa9o
11 LOT 49 L 1500
31 LOT 52 L/B 3352u 33t>2b
6 LJT So L/fa u J019O
6 LOT 32 L 2194
30 LOT L/B ^5780 ^5730
30 LOT 9-1 L/B 16460 1646
4 LOT 14 L G 3185
2d LOT 36 L/B G 1087O
3 LuT 61 L/3 34920
16 LOT 41 L/B u 219<>u
16 LUT 2 L C 50 u




MCtlRIDL HARRY u SHIRLEY
MCCARTLR HOWARD L RUTH
MCCAkTHY MARGARET
MCCARTHY THOMAS £ MYRNA
















MCDERMGTT JOHN Ei> T £ OORGTHY
MCLAREN JOSEPH £ ELLA
















MCNEIL RUOLRICK u SARA
MEP°fcN OAVIO L £ PHILIP A
MEKRILL MARIE
MEKRiLL ROBERT Til £ BEVERLY
MERRIMACK COUNTY RtALTY TRUST
MERKIMACK cOUNTY TLL CO
MERULLO ARTHUR £ BARBARA
MESUK-MATIC ELtC CORP
NETTING FRLD £ LUCY
MIGNAULT RICHARO £ LINDA
MIKULKA CHARLES £ ELINOR
MIKULKA CHARLES L ELINOR
MIKULKA CHARLES £ tLINUR
MILLER CHERYL
MlLNt JOHN £ LUUISA
MlMNAUoH ARTHUR £ EDITH
MI uEk RUTH
MINGARLLLI RUNALO £ ROSE














MOCK PHILIP L BEVERLY
MOLL MAGNUS JR £ MARY
MObL MAGNUS JR £ MARY












MAP NUMBEK DcSC PRtCNCT TOWN
17 LOT 34 L 230
4 LOT 11 L/B 2601D
3D LOT 48 L/B 22080 2208U
16 LOT 64 L/B G 25110
16 LOT c>5 L I 140
11 LOT 59-1 L oOD
11 LOT 59-2 L 600
11 LOT 59 L/B 4 1 594
11 LOT 60 L 6692
11 LOT bO-1 L 4o6u
8 LOT 10 L IGIO
3 LOT 62 L/B u 4 1900
3 LUT 8 L/B 12380
30 LOT 6 L/B 32180 3218b
18 LOT 3 L C 924
6 LUT lb L D 608D
3 LOT 50 L 280
?8 LOT 42 L/B D ^364b
2tt LOT 44 L/B 1716G
28 LOT 47 L 4900
7 LuT 21 L D 9480
30 LOT 41 L/B 3748D 3757b
?b LOT 35 L/B 7420
32 LOT 25 L/B 31500 31500
25 LOT 10 L/B ^0130
ID LOT 28 L/B 26640
30 LOT 55-1 L/B 80890 b0<j9D
I 7 LOT 23 L/B 27o6C
3 LOT 28 L 6680
33 LOT 14 L/B ^2tiib
33 LOT 8 L/B 36t>40 3654D
ID LOT 2 L G 3uOO
13 LOT 3 L 19310
14 LOT 2 L 2910
19 LOT 32 L/B 2 8 760
28 LOT 8 L/B 2 3840
30 LOT 35 L/B 29210 29210
31 LOT 14 L/B 43220. 43220
7 LOT 43-1 L/B 2 7 620
12 LOT 42 L/B 29200
12 LOT 42-1 L u 3o20
16 LOT 44 L b 97
16 LOT 45 L/B u C 3373d
12 LOT 17-1 L C 851
16 LOT 43 L/B o Z3 70b
19 LOT 34 L/B D 32290
19 LOT 35 L/B 1151b
12 LOT 47 L/B 35650
9 LOT 26 L b C 464
30 LOT 17 L/B D 4673G
11 LOT 42 L/B J8570
11 LOT 38 L/B 3 8 39b
8 LOT 29 L/B 1944
9 LOT 41 L D 706G




MOitAuHAN Eo^ARO U MAKY




MORRILL i^FljRGE £ ADA
MOn-WLL GEuRGE I ADA
MOk* ILL i/ c KNA
MOk^OW GtTRGfc c LILLIAN
MOKRUW GtlKGE L LIlLIAN
MOoL TON ALdERT E i> T
MOuLTON ROttEKT £ JANtT
MOULTON VIRGINIA
MOOLTON VIRGINIA
mOYEk PETER u JLHjITH
moyer petcr u juctth
mover peter l juuith
,-IOYEk PETEk t. JUDITH
MOYER PETEK l JUDITH
MUNSON EvEkETT R L VtRA







MUKRAY JA^kS JR u HARRIET
MUKRAY JOHN *
MUkRaY WILL I AM
HVR aSSIoIaTlO PROPERTIES INC
MVK ASSOLlMTtD PKOPFKTIES INC
NASSAR JAMLS £ BkVtRLY
^A^SAR JA'itS I 3EVLRLY
NAi,SAR jA^tS £ BLVhRLY
NASSAR JAMcS £ HLVtRLY
NATALE JUStPH M u KUBEKTA
NAIHAN DAVID
NELSON T.HAKLES M £ DAWN
NEMfcC NANCY
nEMEl NANCY
NEoBAUtR HANj L L HK I S T
A
heveu rilharu
NE«3cGIN CHAkLtS £ GLADYS
NEnfOMa CARL JP
N b POWER CO
N t 1EL £ TEL
N c TEL £ 1 EL
N fc TEL L TEL
N E TEL u TEL
N ri tLECTRlC CoRP INC
NICHOLS AVIS
NICHOLS ERNEST £ DURIS
>M iICHOLS L lARL
NICHOLS L tAKL
ASSESSMENT
MAP NUMEER ntsc PRtCNCT Town
10 LOI 36 L/e 35510 J5510
3 LOT 57 L/B D 30730
3 LOT 36 L C 90
10 LOT ti5 L/B 8 37
13 LOT 5 L/B 6960
25 LOT _>6 L/3 2lclD
25 LOT 38 L/B 1 1450
10 LOT 91 L D 22d4
26 LOT 11 L/3 5610
7 o LOT 20 L/B D J 8 300
15 LOT 7 L 3 77
10 LOT 7 L/B 27540
6 LOT 31 L L It)
6 LOT 35 L C id
14 LOT 19-? L 3490
14 LOT 19-3 L 340o
14 LOT 19-4 L 3230
18 LOT 19 L/B 59^9u
Id LOT 19-1 L 352C
27 LOT 5 L/B D 18910
27 LOT 6 L 200o
10 LOT 47 L c 145
10 LOT 4 8 L L 166 5
10 LOT 50 L D C 64o
10 LOT 52 L/B c 21575
10 LOT 6 L/B C 20470
3 LOT 74 L 3d40
32 LOT 35 L/B 38230 38230
9 LOT 10 L looo
S LOT 12 L 799u
3 1 LOT 58 L/B 5 1240 61240
35 LOT 5 L/B ol VOG
9 LUT 11 L 6580
8 LOT 14 L/B 31 760
8 LJT 15 L 6170
H LOT 15-1 L D 160
25 LOT 26 L/B U 17150
7 LOT 67 L/B D c 34400
16 LOT 59 L/B D 24U72
20 LOT 1 L 3060
20 LOT 4 L/B 16630
7 LuT 62 L U 3610
9 LOT 6 L/B U 18380
ID LOT 83 L/3 U 26630
17 LOT 19 L/B I5d90
5000o
3 LJT 31 L/B D 1454C
14 LOT i L 750
16 LOT 55 L 232o
32 LOT IS L 3120 3120
8 5400
31 LOT 31 L 5670 5670
34 LOT 21 L/B 2 76 80 27680
2 LOT 12 L D c 12614




NAME MAP' NOMEER OtSC PRtCuCT TOWN
NICHOLS L t ARL 9 LOT 7 L C 52 5
NICHULS L tARL 10 lot 101 L o C 1211
NlCHuL^ L EARL 12 LOT 59 L o c 5801
NICHOLS L EARL 1 3 LOI 2 L c 1330
NloHULS L EARL 14 LOT 15 L L 7<t5 6
NICHOLS L EARL IS LOT 37 L L 175 8
NlCHuLS L tARL lb Lnr 48 L u I 26
MCHULS L tARL Ifa Lor 11 L g <t80
NiCHuLS L EARL 16 LOT 22 L L 37o
NICHuLS L EARL 16 LOT 23 L C 150*.
NICHOLS L tARL 16 LOI 29 L c 135
NICHOLS L EARL 21 LOT 13 L 1080
NICHOLS L tARL 13 LOT 40-2 L u 2t>20
NICHOLS L tARL & AVIS 34 LOI 3 L 47 50 4750
NICHOLS L EARL E AVIS 34 LOT 20 L/B 62420 62420
NICHOLS MARILYN lo LOT 70 L c 3615
NICHOLS MARILYN 16 LOT 71 L 300
NlCKfcRS ON TOiilAS & 3 LOT 5 8 L/B 74tt80
NICKERSON TOolAS E 3 LOT 59 L 2 160
NlEOER RICriARO JR E NANCY J 15 LOT 2 L/B c 39259
NlMS MARJORIE A 3 LOT ]L 7-1 L 6750
NOLL MARGERY 15 LOT 56-1 L/B c 49917
NOGUES MARTIN E CLAIRE 15 LOT 3 L/B D 32020
NOLAN LLOYD 16 LOT 26 L/B 2467o
NOLAN NANCY EILEEN 15 LOT <t4 L/B 863o
NOYES PHE3E 7 LOT 50 L D 216
NUNN W1NNIFRED 15 LOT 18 L/B 13010
NUTTER PERLEY 7 LOT 69 L 155u
UAK MATERIALS GROUP INC 30 LOT 12 L/B 2622U ^8220
OAKES PAUL E BETTY 26 LOT 7 L/B 18330
GATES OWEN R E ANN T ?8 LOT 4 L 2250
OBLONSKY JEROME E JOAN 37 LOT 9 L/B t>8900
CONNOR FREDERICK E SUSAN 30 LOT 13 L/B 3892o 39120
CONNOR FREDERICK E SUSAN 30 LOT 20 L/B 3610 3810
CONNOR FREDERICK E SUSAN 3i LOT 60 L/B 25790 2 5 79u
UCONNOR FREDERIC E SUSAN 31 LOT 63 L 9575
HALLORAN GERARO E BARBARA 32 LOT 13 L/B 32030 3203O
KEEFE JOHN E CARMEN 3 1LOT 7i L/B 3 3 960
OLIVER JOY BROWN 12 LOT 25 L 3400
OLIVER JOY BROtoN 12 LOT 26 L 2780
OLIVER JOY BROnN 12 LOT 27 L 1550
OLIVER JOY BROWN 12 LOT 39 L 210o
ONEIL * ALTER E ANNA 14 LOT 39 L/B 3497G
NEILL RObFRT E BARbARA 29 LOI 7 L/B 25710
GRDWAY EuWARD E GERALOINE ID LOT 54 L/B D 30200
OROWAY PETER 22 LOT 19 L D 640
OROWAY THOMAS 22 LOT 14 L 1010
URDWAY THOMAS 22 LOT 16 L 98
GRUWaY THOMAS 22 LOT 17 L 940
O ROURKE JAMES E JANICE 12 LOT 31 L/B J025o
OWENS DAVID 26 LOT 3 L/B 15850
PACKARD GEuRGE E JOAN 37 LOT 4 L/8 27130
PAGE FRANK E MARY ID LOT d9 L/B 10250
PAGE FRANK E MARY 10 LOT 69-1 L/8 46160










PANTON HAROLD L JULIA L
PARKER E ALLtN U FLORENCE
PARKLP GcQKGfc M L JANICE
PAKSGNS ROY
PASCOITO G1ACOMO £ NANLY
PAu/t EOGFNf L VIRoIMA
PAUZE EUGENE 6 VIRGINIA
PERRiELLu lD^AKO JR u DER
PFRRIELLO tO*ARD JR u BEK
PFkSHOuSE OEkEK
HEKSCHt bJj U uArtBARA (.
PEIERS DONALD L
PEIEKSuN JOSEPH U MAKlLYN
PETRuLANE GAo SERVICE
PH1PPS JOHN
PICKARD KENNETH L JOANNE
PICKARD KENNlTH L JOANNE
PINKER ION ARTHUR C MARY
PIROSO ALAN L BONNIE
PIROSO RONALD I C AROL
PLACE OFGRuE & BETTY
FLETCHER CAROL
PLcTCHtR CARuL
PLOMkIuGE ROBERT & MARY
PRESCOTT RALPH &
PRtSI ALLAN JR & J MILtS
PRtVE EDwARD G LLONA
PROC TOR RICHARD








RACY ERNEST L AUDREY
RAGNi GEROME
KAMScY RALPH & SOSAN
kAMSlY RALPH L SOSAN








KAPOZA OANIEL L AMY
Cu OF N H
CO OF N H
Cu OF N H
CO OF N H
CO OF N H
L FAYE
ASSESSMENT
MAP NUMBER DtSC PRtCNCT TUWN
ID LOT 20 L ?55j
ID LOT Jl L 13920
10 LOT Jl-A L/9 c 62930
10 LOT 31-C L 3250
10 LOT 33 L 6920
10 LOT 35 L u 2 74D
10 LOT 31-B L/B D 32D4U
31 LOT 46 L/8 50740 50740
M 10 LOT 2S L/B D 3869U
11 LOT 18 L D 2 92
3 LOT 13 L/B D ->318U
16 LOT 34 L U 3700
16 LOT 56 L D 1120
YL A 30 LOT 52 L/8 44d2D 44B2U
YL A 3U LOT 54 L 1110 1 11
15 LOT 10 L/B Z4220
15 LOT 19 L/B D 21430
3 LOT 85 L/B D ^539o
2o LOT 3 L/B D 13245
32 LOT 2-1 7150 7150
Id LOT 43 L 850
9 LOT lb L/B 28710
5 LOT 4 L 7180
11 LOI 36-1 L u 200b
6 LOT 41 L/B D 15210
34 LOT 12 L/B 2 5040 25040
10 LOT 45 L/B 7270
Id LOI 11 L 10150
lo LOT 27 L/B 32720
17 LOT 2 L c 115
30 LOT 24 L/B 25230 25230
19 LOT 11 L 7880
26 LOT 12 L/B 14830
4 LOT 7 L D C 9295
15 LOT 26 L/B <:4100
3 LOT 27-A L 2 790
14 LOT 9 L ld90
16 LOT 58 L o- 630
30 LOT 15 L 6100 6100
9904d 450220
11 LOT 39 L/B G 37J90
6 LOT 9 L 2160
10 LOT 80 L/B 31070
7 LOT 59 L/B G 3061U
?5 LOT 16 L 92
2 5 LOT 34 L/B \j 2 6640
11 LOT 23 L/B 2026U
14 LOT 25 L/B D C 4 1 i6 3
5 LUT I L/B D 2b?0
?G LOT 20 L U L 3410
14 LOT 23 L/B 2 7b6U
NANCY 10 LOT 9? L/B D 3 1950
NANCY 10 LOT 94 L/3 U C 4392b
NANCY 10 LOT 97 L D 557u




NAME MAP NUMBER DtSC PRtCNCT TOWN
KAVFCH MELVlN 4 LuT 13 L O<>0
KAY EDWARD JK 19 LOT 5 L 10o40
RAYMGNU lOkARO JK L KAREN 11 LOI 57 L/B u 2 6280
RAYMOND EOwARO 3 LOT Ss L/E 9J9G
REOUS ED P & CAROL 3 LOT 87 L 7o80
REICH WALTER & PKlbCILLA 33 LOT 1 L/B 27J70 27 jfG
RENZI JOSEPH E MARGARET 2b LOT 15 L/B 9 65
REVE iLE ROSEMARIL 30 LOT 9 L/B 20180 20l8u
REXFORU JOHN 6 LOT 31 L L 7^o
REXFORU JOHN *» LOT 33 L u c lo70
REAFURU JOHN 6 LUT IS L u c 90 1>
REXFORG JOHN £ MARSHA t» GEORGE 6 LOT 34 L u c ?14'j
REYNOLDS PHIL K l<t LOT 38
3 bQT 75
L/B C ^2 1j?u
RICHARU LEON & AREST1NE L/8 o 1715
RICHARUS ROBERT 11-53 L/B o }GlO
RICHARCSGN HILDA 13 LOT 22 L/B 1 8o3o
KICHARGSUN HILUA 13 LOT 23 L G 8000
RICHELSON ANDREW E LINGA lu LOT 78 L/B <i87?0
RICK JONATHAN E JUGIIH 30 LOT 7 L/B 44100 <t4100
RItSS wARREN 9 LOT 42 L u 5200
RIGOLLET HASTINGS 7 LUT 17 L 188G
RIGOLLET HASTINGS E 6 LUT 54-2 L/B G c 1 3 o9 1
RIGOLLET HASTINGS E 6-49-3 L c 457^
RIZ/A JOHN JR 3 LUT 7 L/P u ^4 310
ROdBINi, NEWELL E JtS^F ?tt LOT i2 L/B 1?G0G
ROoFRTb FRtO & BLANCHE 8 LUT 30 L L 4<t34
KObERTS HORACE lt> LOT 54 L/B 2 8<t6o
ROtiERTSON SHIRLEY E LUCIA EST 15 LOT 50 L/3 u 15 000
ROBERTSON WAYNE 17 LOT 14- 3 L 4 oOu
ROoY AkTHOK HEIRS JF 15 LOT 40 L u L 70
KOoY PQHERT 3 LOT 8o L c 2lo
RObY RGBERI 7 LUT 66 L c 3b7 2
RObY ROBERI 15 LOT 41 L u c 049
ROtiY RUDfcRT 11 LOI 66 L u c IU'
ROGERS CLlhFjRl, L MA[DA lc LOI SO L/« u )lb/u
KOGEKS CLIFFORD u MAIOA lo LOI US L u io<0
ROGfkS PHILIP L MARION 11 LOT 40 L/B 3 3 500
ROGERS SAOIE 30 LOT 14 L/B 13240. 1 J240
HOofRS SAOIE 30 LOT 19 L 760 760
kOG^RS WINSTON E MiLbUR 31 LOI i<> L/B ^0o8o c'0 68o
ROGERS WINiToN E WILLIAM MEYdR 3G LOI 4? L 5740 5 /4u
ROLLINS JAnF 6 LOT 31 L c 3
ROLLINS JANE 6 LOT 35 L c 4
ROSE JOHN E CHARLES li LOT o5 L/B <:6ol0
ROIH ELMER 15 LOT 22 L/3 35 j2o
ROTH ELMER 15 LOI 23 L 2<t4C
ROTH WILLIAM SR 10 LOT o7- I L 4^30
KOOLtAU LUMBER Cu INC 4 LOT 22 L c 6tt95
ROWE GEOnGb i* LINDA ROONEY 14-19 L/B 1 1640
ROwELL LEONARD E EMILY 12 LUT 12 L/B Z 3540
ROWELL LEONARD E EMILY lo LOT 4? L/B c c 3209
KOY ALFREO MRS 2ti LOT 28 L/3 G 16230
ROYCE HASKhLL 32 LOT 10 L/B G 16730
RUFF BENITA 9 LOT 22 L/B 412




kOkIwILZ ALtXAftOER C BEATRICE
RUMR1LL LDITH
RUMRILL tDlTH
KOMS1S STEPHfcN G CaTHFKINE
RUSSELL ABbOI EST
RUSStLL JOHN £ MARbARET






SANBORN KOufRT L SARAH
SANOLER CRAIG E MARY OfcAN
SAnDY RICHARD L PATRICIA
SANSONt DOMINICK
SANS UN L OOMlNlCK
SANTOS JA*ES
SAkGtNT JOHN W G HOWARD R
SAVORY FREU HEIRS
SAnTELLE SHlRLtY MtLVlN CLARK
SAnYtR CLIFFORD L DOROTHY
SAWYER DONALD t L OU I SE
SAwYER WARREN L DETTY
SAXBY FUEL CU INC




SCrtEFFY oRACKEIT E MAUKl
SCHLAAK THUMaS
^CmOENFELO MaRTIn L GLURIA
SCHOLTEN JDNALD L MARYANN
SCHRAMM ELDRtO C CARUL
SCHWARZF ARTHUR EST
SCIGLIANE JAnET
SCOTT DOUGLAS L HARRIET
SCUTT JONATHAN
SCUTT JONATHAN
SCUTT KEi^NtTH L JFAN
SEAFJDLT KObERT £ OuNNA
SEAVLY MABlE
SEAVEY WALTER t L SHIRLEY R
SENECA CHARLES
jENN JOHN U RUTH
SEVERANCE LEDN
SHAFER RtBtCCA
SHALLOD JEREMIAH E DtRNELE














MAP NDMUEK OESC PRtCNCT TUWN
14 LOT IB I D ?43D
3 LOT lb L/n D j»45^tb
3 LUT 16 L I 13b
10 LOT <»3 L l^?u
lb LOT t>8 L 300D
lb LOT 11 L D 526b
4 LUT 10 L/B u ^997b
<> LOT 3 L/B G 24D4D
3h LOT 5 L/H 5 43 60 5436b
ID LOT 56 L D 50?D
11 LOT 7 L 3/ Ob 1200
16 LOT 12 L 5b8D
36 LOT 5 L/B o j632o
1j LOT 24 L/B 2472b
35 LOT 4 L/B c 5028D
25 LOT b L/B D 25tt4D
2b LOT 9 L/8 D 719b
28 LOT 29 L D 305J
2D LOT b L 9220
6 LOT 21 L u 2 390
14 LOT 10 L 3520
3b LOT 3 L/B 24b6b
34 LOT 24 L/B b 18 760
11 LOT 44 L/B 19140
32 LOT 2-1 L/B 47&70 47o70
32 LOT 19 L <t20 42b
3 LUT 9a L/B D 49^40
U LOT 61 L/B 43920 43920
16 LOT 42 L D 3340
31 LOT b4 L/B 35070 35070
12 LOT 20 L D 12 370
3 LOT 17 L/B 3266b
17 LOT 6 L/B D 5432b
ID LOT 67-3 L 418b
ID LOT 22 L/B D C 2153D
Id LOT 23 L/B c 35155
34 LOT 16 L/B 38429 3878u
37 LOT 18 L 0, 50
37 LOT 19 L D HOD
17 LOT 10 t D 14800
lo LOT b7 L/B 36850
li LOT 9 L/B D 2619b
28 LOT 1 L/B 2851b
ID LOT 68 L D 377b
S LOT 9 L 3d00
7 LOT 43-4 L b 2 540
1 LUT 79 L/B D 29980
3D LOT 56 L/B b4J8D 54380
lb LOT 47-1 L/B D 8600
lb LOT 47-2 L/B D 4090
lb LOT 47-3 L/B 7960
lb LOT 47-4 L/B D 800
30 LOT 29 L/B 21120 2112b
14 LOT 27 L/B b 8420





SHERMAN ANTHuNY c CAROLYN J
SHERMAN rflLLlAM t
SHOEMAKER ROoEkT & LUCRETIA
SHUTE ROdERT
SICELEY PAUL & MARION
SIiJDALL WILLIAM d MAKY
SIL^LL SHERMAN & RITA
SlLAOl ERNEST
SlLALtl REALTY CO
SI ME ONE LINDA A
SIMON MICHAEL
SISUM AOULH L J UL I
E



























SLf GENE £ ELENA





























































MAP NUMBER OESC PRlCNCT TOWN
12 LOT 6 L/B u ^ 6<t3 o
?b LOT 17 L/R C 4 80^4
25 LOT 33 L/B G ^0380
17 LOT 12 L/B jICSu
11 LOT 33 L/B u 14 3?u
7 LOT 61 L/3 u 17060
19 LOT 10 L/B u J575J
15 LOT 11 L u 167Hu
18 LOT 30 L/B L <:'093U
Id LOT 37 L C 4o9G
IU LOT 31-1 L 3x20
19 LOT 9 L/R U ^519L
13 LOT 20 L 3 A 10
Ij LOT 21 L/3 3 7 4 1
16 LOT 14 L/B d «^314l.
lb LOT dl L 303u
17 LOI *!4 L 3040
1 7 LOT 30 L/B 3576U
I 7 LOT 31 L/B G 19300
3o LOT d L/B ^SlOu
15 LOT 28 L U 618U
15 LOT 28-2 L 1 1110
15 LOT 31 L/B 33760
15 LOT 33 L u 4340
11 LOT 62 L/B 17130
?6 LOT 12 L/B u 15b70
26 LOT 1*5 L/0 29?0
10 LOT 10-1 L 1020
10 LOT 21 L 1250
12 LOT 32 L c lido
12 LOT 37 L/B D C j 180 5
17 LOT 16 L 443U
17 LOT 16-1 L u 4250
34 LOT 15 L/B 41379 41840
?5 LOT 2 L u 97u
?5 LOT 5 L/B D 17970
14 LOT 14 L/R 4660u
6 LOT ;L9 L 3450
3d LOT I L/B U 1549U
13 LOT 4 L c 107 j
31 LOT 36 L/B 40470 4 0470
10 LOT 17 L 3240
2« LOT 36-2 L/B 10 700
?1 LOT 1-A L/B D 55270
6 LOT «<»4 L u C 154
6 LOT SO L Li C 428d
6 LUT *>Z L u C 490
10 LOT 16 L/B u 16160
10 LOT 11 L/B u 1 7460
33 LOT 17 L 3d50 \ti c>0
I LOT 67 L o 104 5
12 LOT 14-4 L/B o 14U0D
37 LOT 1 L/B L 2946U
12 LOT 8 L/B 1?U6U






SPARKS ROBlRT u *UIH
SPURLOLK MARjGRIt
STEARNS RICHARL E PATRICIA




STtTN KICHaRU E ALICE
STtPHENS JUHN




^TEVtNS EOnARD A E JUDITH R














STONE hAROLO JK u LESLIE
STuNt LLUYu jR
STjREY RoTH
bToRY tLMEh u *Ar,CY
SToR* LLMEk 6 NANCY
STORY ELMEK b NANCY
STUTLEk THuMaS E BARdARA
SToTLER THOMAS E BARuAKA E
STK'.JUT PLRLEY u MARCIA ALS
SUC<UMSKi KlCHARu U JUDITH L
SUoAR RIVEK SAVINGS dANK
SULL IVAN ANNE
SULLIVAN LAWKEGCL L ELIZABETH
SUTHLRLANH ROBERT u ANN
SWhENEY JOHN E JuLIA
SWbNSON KErflN C E LYNDA S
SYLVLRTSLN PaUL u uF&ORAh
SYLVERIStN PAUL c DtdGRAH
TAl 3 EY JAMlS E JANICE
John l Antoinette











































































































































































































































































































THOMPSON ELLIOT L fcLEANOR
THORNTON BARbARA
THORPE LuN E KATHERINE
THROoP ANNE P






TRAUTMAN 3kUcE T & VIRGINIA H




tucker calvin i>r & viola
TULLY ,» KENNEDY fcSI
TURNER MARGARET u JOHN & JANtT






VAONAIS JAMES C FAYE
VANCLEEF HcNRY JR






VASSILLION THOMAS JR 6 RITA
WAuGHAN PHILIP & JANE
VAUGHAN PHILIP & JANfc
VAU5HAN WILLIAM
VERMILYEA ROoERT & ELLtN
VIOLtTTE ALDtRIC F, ALICE
VlULtTTE °AUL t> UlANE
VIOLtTTE PAUL u OlANE
VIRGIN WILLIAM EST C MARIE
VOKE ROBERT
VScTCKA WILLIAM L KATHLEEN
WACHSMUTH DAVlU tl JUOITH















































































































































































































































































riALL eN:>TlIN cKANjALL G
«AlLi;N jTttN ORANoALL H
rfALLfeNSTklh CRaNGALL &
kALL i No TON LAUKA &
«a l l: MLHAH a ^AROlE
*AK'lLLL rlArtRY U cAKOL
nAKUNu -ilLLIArt t. dEVERLY
«AKNLR Fulu MA^T
wARNt* p o')J MA* f
wAKNtR HALL ASSOLIaTlS INC
«AkNlR MUOCi HRoDuCTS
mAkRlN Ct-HiSTOPHtR L
ak-iln kcnnlTh & Elizabeth
hAj-IjUKN ^LlZAaEM
EaVL« RoY £ AlILE




-EolER OLLIE & ANNtTIE
hEl^h STjAKT & EoITH
*ElTh STuAkT £ E^ITH
kElChAnS VERm
^jljA ROBtRI u SANDRA
*E,>T FkEtMAN £ LOUISE
HtjT LoUiSc




wHITc ALFRtT £ MiLJRtO
wHHE FRANCIS
-HlTtHtAO EARL J* t. OEKTRUUE
WHITEHEAD EAKL £ GERTRuDt
wHITINb JOSEPHINE £
wHITINo TEA L ANNMARIE
WHITMAN ALL EN
WHITMAN ALLEN
-HITTAKEK LESTER E FLOK
wHITTEMOrF HaRuLo l JANE
<«IGSIN RICrHAKO H £ MIRIAM F
wIo^.IN RIChAkO h £ m IR1AM F




wlLLtT r .JAM«=J c M AkY
rflLLtTT .JAMEj u M AKY
wlLLtY JOHN



































i 3 LOT 32





















































































































































































































WILSON THOMAS U LEJNt
W0H» ROBERT C
wOLFt PETEK u CAROLYN
WOLFfc PETER £ CAROLYN
HOL»n PEARL £ KATrtERINE C
WOODS MARIE
wOuO MURIEL EST
wOuOS KOdEKT £ BARdARA
WORCESTER THL.MAS & SUZANNE






YATES RObERT £ BARBARA
YORK LEE I LILLlANNE
YOUMANS LOUISE





YOUNG PERRY U fHtOUORE
TOwN OF WARNER
MAP NUMbER OESC
2 LOT 4 L
5 LOT 7 L
5 LOT 63 L/9
25 LOT 18 L
19 LOT 21 L/B
19 LOT 22 L
12 LOT 7 L/B
2b LOT 18 L/B
3C LOT 30 L/B
21 LOT <t L
22 LOT 22 L
3 LOT 23 L
lo LOI 1 L
1 LOT 10 L
12 LOT 22 L
12 LOT 23 L
12 LOI 24 L
l*t LOT 35 L/B
32 LOT 16 L/B
32 LOT 33 L/B
14 LOT 48 L/B
It LOT 29 L/B
7 LOT 36 L
8 LOT 3 L
2U LOT 19 L/B


































B.C.Brayshaw & Co. Inc. Warner, N.B. 03278 gttg
